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Introduction 

“New deputy Prime Minister Nick Clegg has described the ConDem government’s 
plans to reform politics as: ‘The biggest shake up of our democracy since 1832, when 
the Great Reform Act redrew the boundaries of British democracy.’”2 

The current administration’s plans to hold a referendum to adjust some aspects of their 
Westminster playground, and the rather astounding hopes some people3 pin on this4, provide an 
opportunity to take a closer look at the circumstances of the Reform Act’s passing. This paper 
does so from a local perspective as it deals with the riots in Nottingham following the rejection of 
the Second Reform Bill in the House of Lords in 1831. It looks into the question of who the rioters 
were, and what motivated them to engage in their direct action. 

The history of Nottingham can be depicted as a long history of social struggles, which were 
often fuelled by the economic distress of the town’s inhabitants (see 1.1.-1.4.). This interpretation 
formed the basis of two core theses: stating firstly that, as on numerous other occasions in the 
town’s history, also in the Reform Riots the crowds consisted primarily of persons who can be 
defined as members of the working classes5; and secondly, that their actions were motivated by 
more than just disappointed enthusiasm for the Reform Bill. 

The decision to focus on said research question to be tested by the two core theses was taken in 
an early stage of the working process. It has been tempting to stick to classical and comfortable 
patterns of interpretation, and analyse the Reform Bill Crisis as a tame version of the fierce 
clashes in France between a rising bourgeoisie, aided by a working class “tail”6, and an 
aristocracy clinging on to their privileges. This, however, would oversimplify the complex issues 
and therefore distort any result. It would require most extensive deliberations of those aspects of 
the totality of social relations deemed necessary to sufficiently analyse how the working, middle 
and ruling classes constituted and constantly transformed each other in the socioeconomic 
processes leading up to the Reform Act of 1832. Therefore no attempt was made to engage in 
such a mammoth project, but the focus was rather placed on a specific group’s actions during the 
Reform Bill Crisis, i.e. those rioters who fought in October 1831 in the town of Nottingham. 

Accounts of the Reform Bill Crisis are plentiful, especially regarding aspects such as the 
proceedings within Westminster, and even though a number of accounts of the riots in 
Nottingham have been published, the rioters have not been described and debated in detail, with 
the exception of single and brief article which could not rectify the problem of a distinct: 

“[…] vagueness about the participants in the riots, who have always been ‘rioters’ 
rather than actual people with a real identity, a crowd of people rather than 
individuals who make up a crowd.”7 

                                                 
2 Nottingham Indymedia; p. 3. 
3 In this paper gender neutral terms like “people” or “person” are used whenever possible. On occasions when gendered personal 
pronouns do not refer to specific persons, forms like “her/his” or “s*he” are used. The resulting disturbance in the reading process 
is intended. 
4 See Bragg. 
5 The use of the term “classes” rather than “class” is used to reflect the divisions within those who were yet to become the 
proletarians. See Hobsbawm (b); p. 120: Class does not define an isolated group of persons, but rather a system of horizontal and 
vertical relations, expressing differences and alikeness but also social functions of exploitation, power and subjection. See 
Holstun; pp. 96/107: The social relation expressed by the term class is primary one of exploitation taking differing shapes in 
different historical situations. Exploitation and resistance against it can always be seen as forms of class struggle/class war, even 
if a class consciousness in the sense of a shared consciousness of a one’s position within the predominant mode of production has 
not yet developed or has not been adopted. Even though for Holstun class consciousness is the necessary precondition for using 
the category class, it is already a form of class consciousness if someone acts according to her/his position within the mode of 
production, even though the same is not consciously reflected. 
6 Thompson; pp. 216-7. 
7 Thomis/Preston/Wigley; p. 82. 
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Also in this paper the terms “rioters” and “crowds” are used extensively, not least to improve 
reading fluency, but it goes one step further than most other accounts of the direct action, by 
looking not only at the crowds as bodies of people, but also by looking into the crowds to spot 
individuals whilst providing a historical framework contextualising the political and 
socioeconomic circumstances of their actions. 

In order to do so, a number of sources have been used. To start with, there were various 
general works on the history of Nottingham, none of which would be complete without at least 
mentioning the Reform Riots and the destruction of Nottingham Castle. Noteworthy examples 
for such works include Bryson’s Portrait of Nottingham or an article by Gray in the Transactions 
of the Thoroton Society of Nottinghamshire. Classic descriptions of the town such as in Defoe’s A 
Tour Through the Whole Island… or Deering’s The History of Nottingham, both written in the 
seventeenth century, proved to be entertaining and useful. Thomis’ Politics and Society in 
Nottingham 1785-1835 was indispensable, although also often infuriating. Specific information 
on and interpretations of the Reform Bill Crisis are entailed in works of Dinwiddy and Wright, 
but it would be an outrage not to also mention Thompson’s epic The Making of the English 
Working Class. Hernon, Thomis, Preston and Wigley provided some information of the Reform 
Riots in Nottingham and other parts of Britain. Edited sources and summaries in Wylly or 
Fellows and Freeman provided detailed accounts of the events in Nottingham and reflected the 
military’s perception of the rioters and their actions. Brilliant fun and an invaluable source for 
the Nottingham riots and their aftermath are Hicklin’s hilarious The History of Nottingham 
Castle…, written only five years after the events, and the carefully edited …Diaries of the Fourth 
Duke of Newcastle-Under-Lyne… the latter providing crucial evidence for all aspects discussed in 
this paper. The main body of information about the Reform Riots in Nottingham, their aftermath 
and the rioting persons was excerpted from various editions of the local newspapers Journal, 
Mercury and Review. Further evidence could be extracted from various unedited sources, 
notably the …Calendar of the Prisoners… an extensive list of those who were to be put on trial 
before the Special Assize in 1832. 

To shed some light into the research question by testing the two core theses required not only 
a description and debate of the riots themselves, but also extensive information and discussion of 
their historical context. Therefore the first chapter starts by sketching Nottingham’s riotous 
history, in which the town’s inhabitants were used to engage in direct action (see 1.1.). A 
description and debate of the town’s and its industries’ development (see 1.2/1.3.) and the living 
and working conditions of its inhabitants (see 1.4.) fills the next subchapters. Various aspects of 
the complex processes of the struggle for parliamentary reform up to the rejection of the second 
Reform Bill by the House of Lords are depicted and discussed in 1.5. The events which became 
known as the Reform Riots are described in the second chapter, with an extensive, 
chronologically arranged, description of events in and near the town of Nottingham (see 2.1.-2.4.) 
and a brief summary of events in other parts of Britain (see 2.5.). The third chapter firstly focuses 
on the prosecution of the rioters (see 3.1.), subchapter 3.2. then discusses questions repeatedly 
raised regarding the conduct of the town’s officials during the riots which were relevant to e.g. the 
compensation claims raised after the destruction of Nottingham Castle. At the end of this chapter 
the events leading up to the 1832 Reform Act and its consequences are briefly outlined (see 3.3.). 
Chapter four focuses on the rioters themselves. It does so by trying to identify patterns in the 
descriptions of the rioting crowds by their contemporaries, referring to concepts of crowd 
psychology drawn up at the end of the nineteenth century (see 4.1.). After looking at the crowds 
of rioters as a whole, the excerpted evidence is analysed as to whether it provides information of 
individuals engaged in the direct action (see 4.2.). After establishing an understanding of who the 
rioters were, the following subchapter (4.3.) discusses their possible motivations. As attempts to 
develop monocausal explanations for historical events are always doomed to fail, arguments 
stated by the rioters’ contemporaries and in historical accounts are critically debated, and the 
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empirical data extracted from the used sources analysed and discussed to develop a multilayered 
understanding of the rioters’ set of motivations. Finally, conclusion and bibliography are followed 
by an Appendix in which e.g. the empirical data are presented in various tables, along with maps, 
images and a number of lengthy quotations of primary sources. 
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1. The Setting 

1.1. The reputation of Nottingham’s crowds 

“Through most of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the characteristic 
sounds in Nottingham were the noise of jeering crowds, the whine of musket 
balls and the smashing of glass.” 8 

Nottingham has been described as a “Banner town, always at or near the front of Reform 
Movements”.9 Its inhabitants had a distinct reputation for being a “combustible and dangerous 
mob”, living up to a long tradition of political and religious dissent.10 Defying patriarchal 
standards, women are known to have actively participated in, and often led, protests and riots.11 
It “it is very clear that […] the people of Nottingham were […] accustomed to taking the law into 
their own hands when the occasion demanded it”.12 Crowds resorted to various forms of direct 
action primarily whenever the miserable living conditions became unbearable. Regular 
occurrences were food riots, especially in the mid to late eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries. 
A better known example is the Great Cheese Riot of 1766 which was sparked by farmers asking an 
unusually high price for cheese during Goose Fair. Crowds of people grabbed huge cheese wheels 
and either carted them off or rolled them like hoops down Wheeler Gate, bowling over the Mayor 
in the process.13 

As the few constables controlled by the magistrates were unable to effectively suppress the 
“ten thousand or more people who would visit Nottingham marketplace on a Saturday”,14 it was 
often the “the sabre-swishing military” which dispersed crowds, repeatedly resulting “in a few 
corpses being added to the rubble’”.15 

Even though the overwhelming majority of the people of Nottingham were not eligible for 
voting16 many people took an active part in parliamentary politics by engaging in election 
campaigns.17 In early nineteenth century Nottingham, the militaristic language of modern 
parliamentary politics had a very real meaning as election campaigns were often fought in the 
very sense of the word as pitched “battles between hired armies – the Blue Innocents and the 
Yellow Lambs – were part and parcel of the Nottingham election scene.”18 

                                                 
8 Bryson; p. 127. 
9 Wyncoll; p. 19. 
10 Thomis (a); pp. 1-2: Nottingham’s inhabitants have also been described as people who often “thought for themselves and 
formed their opinions without regard to title or wealth.” 
11 See Thomis (b); pp. 22-3: Better known examples of women being engaged in protests and riots occurred in 1812 when on 
various occasions people took on the role of “Lady Ludd” whilst putting themselves at the head of a riot. See O’Brien; pp. 4/8-10: 
When women’s political activities are mentioned at all, the majority of historical accounts only refer to women’s involvement in 
food riots. Ignoring e.g. the activities of women trade unionists is a strategy to reaffirm patriarchal notions as it seems more 
“acceptable for women to act over food prices because this accords with the idea that they are, and always have been, domestic 
centred.” 
12 Thomis (a); p. 7. 
13 Bryson; pp. 127-8. See ibid for descriptions of other food riots, e.g. in 1788, 1792 and 1800. See Thompson; pp. 67-8/70/72: In 
this early stage of industrial capitalism “not wages, but the cost of bread was the most sensitive indicator of popular discontent”. 
14 Thomis (a); p. 7. 
15 Bryson; p. 129. See ibid; p. 90: The list of riots and uprisings in county and town is a long one, most famous is probably the 
emergence of Luddism which eventually tied up more troops in the region than Wellington took with him to fight the Peninsular 
War. 
16 Thomis (a); p. 143: The electorate consisted of the town’s burgesses, i.e. eligible males, e.g. 40/- freeholders, those who had 
been made honorary burgesses, or people who passed an apprenticeship. The last criterion made it possible for a relatively large 
number of framework knitters to hold the franchise, making the Nottingham electorate a mixture of property owners but also 
members of the working classes. The size of the electorate before 1832 is hard to estimate. According to the rather vague numbers 
mentioned by Thomis it was slightly less than ten percent of the total population, which is a comparatively high proportion of 
inhabitants. 
17 Bryson; p. 127. See Thomis (a); p. 143: The electorate was predominately voting for Whig candidates since 1818. 
18 Bryson; pp. 129-30. See ibid for more information regarding “hired mobs” and related fighting amongst the working classes. 
“They formed ‘Loyalist’ mobs to hold running battles with the ‘Democrats’ who sympathised with the French Revolutionaries. 
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In a nutshell, economical despair, politics and religious matters fuelled social tensions in 
Nottingham and riots occurred regularly,19 averaging one a year around at the turn of the 
century. However at the end of the 1820s the town had lost much of its tumultuous reputation, 
with inhabitants even keeping “orderliness” in the harsh winter of 1829-30. By 1830 Nottingham 
was even referred to as a peaceful town, a description that was not going to be used after October 
1831 when the riots brought the town in the spotlight of national attention and the “spirit” of 
Nottingham and Derby was often referred to with anxiety.20 

1.2. The ‘Garden Town’ ‘sinks into slime’ 

In the mid eighteenth century, Nottingham was described as a “one of the most pleasant and 
beautiful towns in England.”21 This was when: 

“[…] the back-to-back slums had not even begun to appear; when the Meadows each 
spring were a carpet of crocus, and the population was not too large to be adequately 
contained within the town’s boundaries; and when the stocking industry was scarcely 
in its infancy”.22 

Whether mid seventeenth century Nottingham really was such an idyllic, beautiful place, a 
“garden town”23 and if it was, the question who mowed the lawns is here less relevant than the 
process which was to occur within a few decades, by which Nottingham, allegedly “one of the 
most pleasant towns in Britain and even Europe – began to sink rapidly into slime.”24 

Whilst most of the towns which became industrial centres grew not only in population, but 
also in area25, Nottingham did not. Indeed the population had outgrown the unchanged medieval 
town boundaries well before the 1830s. At the beginning of the nineteenth century there were 
8,000 houses crammed in 132 streets, off which ran 308 courts and alleyways, housing in 1801 
28,801 inhabitants on the same perimeter of one and ¾ miles26 where only 9,890 people lived in 
1739.27 By 1831 the population was to increase further to 50,000.28 With a statistical average of 
just over ten square yards for each person, the centre of Nottingham had a higher population 
density than London or indeed any other place in the British Isles.29 

Nottingham was surrounded by areas in which various protagonists held “inviolable” property 
rights. On the west the expansion of the town was blocked by the Duke of Newcastle’s 
Nottingham Park and Lord Middleton’s Wollaton Park. On the east there was Colwick parish, 

                                                                                                                                                                             
With the tacit consent of the magistrates, hooligans were organised into ducking parties to ‘baptise’ Democrats under the pumps 
or in the river.” 
19 Ibid; p. 128: “In 1799 an army chaplain complained that in the seventeen years he had been in Nottingham there had been 
seventeen riots.” 
20 Thomis/Preston/Wigley; p. 88/95. See Journal; 15th October 1831; 15th October 1831: Indeed this was one of the major 
concerns of the Journal after the Reform Riots: “[…] we feel for the credit of our town”. 
21 Defoe; p. 451. See ibid; pp. 451-6: Defoe’s description of the town is quite charming. It does not only allow a glimpse at mid-
seventeenth century Nottingham but also its visitor. Defoe wrote primarily about the castle and the beer, leaving the reader 
speculating whether his stay entailed nothing but arrival and getting drunk in “Ye Olde Trip To Jerusalem”. 
22 Gray; p. 30. 
23 Bryson; p. 75: He describes Nottingham as “a town in a garden complete with a permanent Maypole”. 
24 Ibid; p. 83: “From a garden city [Nottingham] turned into a slum second only to Bombay throughout the whole Empire.” 
25 Gray; p. 30. 
26 Kayne; pp. 93/98: He refers to the first census of 1801, based on data collected by town officials noting names, sex, age, 
occupations, etc. of persons present in a specific house at the time of their visit. That this imprecise method was far more efficient 
than previous ones demonstrates that, whilst all empirical data has be treated with caution, especially figures deriving from 
historical demography can only be taken as an indicator to illustrate trends and developments. 
27 Deering; pp. 12-3. See Bryson; pp. 74/83: By 1750 the population had only increased to 11,000. See Thomis (a); p. 2: He 
estimates the number of inhabitants to be 17,000 in 1779. 
28 Bryson; p. 99; Thomis (a); p. 2. See Lowe/Richards; p. 25: Apparently the bulk of the population increase occurred in the 
1820s. 
29 Thomis (a); p. 24: There was some migration of “better-off” workers to suburbs like New Radford or Hyson Green, but that had 
no impact on such a massive problem. 
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which was owned by the Musters family. To the North and the South were the common fields and 
meadows, which have been described as “the biggest stumbling block of all”.30 The common 
lands were not as common as the name suggests, as they were mostly controlled by burgesses and 
freeholders, who vigorously defended their users’ rights. A frequent though paradoxical 
argument by the opponents of enclosure was health reasons, as they claimed that public interest 
demanded the preservation of Nottingham’s open spaces. But it can be assumed that opposition 
to enclosure was primarily upheld for economical reasons. Some who held users’ rights on the 
commons were renting them out as grazing spaces and many more were landlords who wanted to 
keep their overcrowded town properties occupied.31 

As the population exploded, Market Square became a “muddy slough” and its side streets 
“filled with back-to-back houses springing up like clusters of dirty mushrooms”. By the 1830s and 
1840s the whole town had become “one mighty prison of bricks and mortar”. The streets were 
narrow, dangerous and mostly unpaved, filled with “pools of filthy water or most extended dung 
heaps”.32 

“Hardly a day passed […] without some unfortunate being crushed in Sheep Lane 
(Market Street now), either trapped between wall and wagon wheels or pounded to 
death as some terrified bullock from the cattle sales in the square stampeded through 
the chaos.”33 

Slum property owners were erecting the maximum number of houses on a minimum of space. 
These notorious back-to-back dwellings were a common sight in most industrial towns of the 
time. They were arranged in narrow courts closed at both ends, which were entered by yard-wide 
tunnels eight feet high and twenty to thirty feet long. Construction was bad and sanitation crude, 
with a characteristic open sewer running down the centre of a court. In 1812 300 of these 
enclosed courts with open sewers existed in Nottingham.34 Typical houses consisted of two or 
sometimes three rooms on successive storeys, each eleven feet square, with a tiny space for food 
and coal under the stairs. Some had cellar dwellings in the sandstone beneath. None of the 
houses had a damp course. At one end of the courts was a group of privies – one for the use of up 
to thirty people, many situated underneath bedrooms. Many of these houses were also 
workshops, “thumping with the noise of frameworking or lace dressing”. Certain stages in the 
lace production required high temperatures and a humid atmosphere, resulting in houses being 
heated by stoves, hot water and steam, which “made the thin porous walls alive with vermin”.35 

Living in such conditions, “survival had replaced comfort as the aim of working people.”36 

                                                 
30 Welch (a); p. 8: “Nottingham was prevented from expanding partly by big landowners and partly by freemen clinging to their 
privileges over the commonlands […].” See Bryson; pp. 83-4: Unlike Welch Bryson only refers to the common lands when he 
describes how expansion could have “saved” Nottingham from “throttling itself”. He is not the only one who does not discuss the 
areas blocked by Newcastle’s, Middleton’s or the Musters’ property claims (e.g. Gray and Thomis fail to do so as well). Bryson 
does state that the poorest inhabitants were also opponents of enclosures as they “queued up in the hope of winning one of the 
250 ‘burgess parts’ of arable land” which became available on a sort of lottery basis. See Thomis (a); pp. 28/122-3/125-6: The 
issue of enclosure was “the most consistently recurring theme of all Nottingham elections, local and parliamentary”. 
31 Ibid; pp. 4/24/124-6. See Bryson; p. 99: He estimates slum landlords’ rents totalled £40,000 a year. 
32 Bryson; p. 84/98. See Thomis (a); pp. 4/24: The Corporation took no responsibility for dealing with social or infrastructural 
matters other than “providing law and order” and “left the dirt to accumulate.” Attempts of improvements were scrapped due to 
costs. Where infrastructure programmes were finally realised, they were private schemes, in which the corporation was – if at all 
– only one subscriber. See ibid; pp. 114-42 for the structure and history of the Nottingham Corporation in the late eighteenth and 
early nineteenth centuries. 
33 Bryson; p. 85. 
34 Thomis (a); p. 24. See Engels (b); pp. 78/94 for a detailed description of these houses. 
35 Bryson; p. 98; Thomis (a); pp. 3/24. 
36 Ibid; p. 25. 
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1.3. Industry in Nottingham 

In the 1830s Nottingham was already a rapidly industrialising town with a massive output of 
commodities. However, many of the images conjured up by the term “Industrial Revolution”, 
such as huge factories with large chimneys, or steaming locomotives, were not yet part of the 
picture.37 

The town’s primary industrial output consisted of various textile commodities. By 1812 an 
estimated half of the adult population of Nottingham was operating lace machines or stocking 
frames; many others worked in allied occupations. In the 1830s the hosiery industry was still 
dominant, but the town had already become a centre for lace production.38 Part of the latter’s 
expansion was due to various technological advances, especially the bobbin-net machine 
invented by Heathcoat by which from 1809 “the production of lace was greatly simplified, and the 
demand increased proportionately in consequence of the diminished cost”.39 The new industry 
has been described as an “offshoot of the hosiery trade – hence its establishment in the old 
frame-work knitting centres.” The industry created “an entirely new field of employment for an 
enormous number of women and children”40 drawing in many women from the surrounding 
areas.41 In 1823 the expiration of the patent on Heathcoat’s machine led to a spectacular boom in 
the lace industry as many seized the opportunity and “entered the lace business as master 
lacemakers (or twist net makers).” A very brief period of “amazing prosperity” began which 
“became known as that of the twist net fever”.42 Profits soared, wages rose and unemployment 
was low even though the population increased dramatically, but inevitably after the boom there 
followed the bust in 1825.43 

“Eighteen months later [the workers’] plight was grimmer than in 1812. Poverty and 
starvation took up their double handed grip again.”44 

In the late 1820s until the eve of the Reform Riots the circle of boom and bust in the lace 
industry was to repeat itself several times.45 

Whilst the lace trade was constantly undergoing violent fluctuations, by 1809 the hosiery 
industry had entered a forty-year period of almost permanent depression. The industry had a 
long history in Nottingham with the town having been its centre since the eighteenth century. 
The long lasting depression has a complex set of reasons, of which Thomis gives a detailed 
account. Contributing to the depression were the long lasting wars with Revolutionary and later 
Napoleonic France, as trading with overseas markets declined and at times collapsed. 
Furthermore, the stocking trade suffered by a change in fashion as trousers become more 
popular. However, according to Thomis these circumstances only “brought to a head evils from 
which the trade had long been suffering”. For him overproduction lay at the heart of the ongoing 
depression. With the growing population of the town, the production of stockings increased 
steadily. Also, new designs of stocking frames resulted in the flooding of the market with the so 

                                                 
37 Bryson; p. 84; Gray; p. 31; Kayne; pp. 88-9: A railway link was not opened until 1839. However, Nottingham already had an 
effective infrastructure for the transportation of large quantities of commodities as in 1796 the Nottingham canal linked the 
Cromford Canal with the Trent, “turning the borough into in inland port”. 
38 Thomis (a); pp. 13-4: Woollen and silk commodities were also produced in Nottingham even though they were mainly 
associated with Derby and Leicester. 
39 Engels (b); pp. 55-6. 
40 Pinchbeck; p. 209. 
41 O’Brien; p. 5. 
42 Gray; p34. See Gaunt; p. 172: Newcastle noted in 1824 that “The Town & trade has never been in a more thriving condition” and 
that there are “Many foreigners in the Town buying lace”. See Lowe/Richards; p. 25: Here the “fever” is described as “lace mania.” 
In the 1820s the number of bobbin-net machines increased five fold to 5,000. The boom resulted in a dramatic increase of 
population in Nottingham and the surrounding parishes Sneinton, Lenton, Basford and Bulwell. 
43 Bryson; pp. 93-4; Gray; p. 34; Thomis (a); pp. 2-3. 
44 Bryson; p. 94. 
45 Ibid; p. 94; Gray; p. 34. 
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called cut-up stockings, worse in quality but much cheaper in production and price as they 
required less labour. With ever more people trying to earn a living in the trade, hence producing 
ever more stockings, wages fell dramatically, making it necessary to produce even more to 
compensate the loss in pay. Between 1812 and 1844 – years of static export trade and only 
modestly increased home demand – the number of stocking frames rose from 30,000 to 
50,000.46 

Despite various innovations in the design of the industry’s principal machine, the stocking-
frame, one remarkable aspect of the hosiery industry was its basically static nature. The frame’s 
basic design was unchanged since Tudor times, with its motive power supplied by its operator.47 
The production and distribution relations not only within the hosiery but also the majority of the 
lace industry, were also essentially unchanged since the early days of the spread of the capitalist 
mode of production in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.48 The bulk of the industrial 
output of the town was still produced by the so-called domestic or putting-out system. The 
majority of textile workers produced in their own homes, mostly with rented tools, receiving raw 
materials from and delivering the results of their work to “merchants who were in the process of 
becoming employers.”49 It would be imprecise to brand such merchants capitalists, also the 
artisan workers were not yet proletarians. Although most of them did not own any means of 
production, they did not sell their labour on the market but sold commodities produced by 
hypostatising their labour on rented frames, often to the very person owning the frames. The 
processes which pressed workers into what was to become the industrial proletariat were still 
unfolding and in this domestic system, the workers were even more vulnerable than factory 
workers. It was much harder to organise50 in a system where workers were scattered in small 
production units competing with each other, rather than being concentrated in large workshops 
or factories. Furthermore, any slump in demand hit the artisans first and hardest. Whilst they 
had to rent frames and finance the other raw materials necessary for the production process, 
normally by piling up debts, they were unable to sell or forced to sell the finished textiles at much 
lower rates in case of a drop in demand. Domestic workers’ debts could therefore easily spiral out 
of control. To make matters worse, these production relations simplified the common practice of 
hosiers not paying the producers the full rates due, because of the real or alleged bad quality of 
commodities.51 

That such a system, defying common clichés about the industrial revolution, was anything but 
atypical lead Thompson to conclude that the “factory hands, […] far from being the ‘eldest 
children of the industrial revolution’, were late arrivals.”52 Around the time of the Reform Riots 
Nottingham’s industrial output did not yet come out of factories but rather artisans’ homes 
whose occupants lived “a life of grinding, stupefying toil”. Their misery ran “like a dirty thread 
through Nottingham’s industrial life.”53 

                                                 
46 Thomis (a); pp. 6/29-33. 
47 Ibid; pp. 32-3. 
48 Braudel; p. 620; Holderness; pp. 106-7. 
49 Hobsbawm (a); pp. 36-7. 
50 Bryson; p. 87; Thomis (a); pp. 28/32-3. See ibid; pp. 50-76: He gives an account of the early history of trade unionism, which is 
essentially a long history of defeated strikes. See ibid; pp. 27-8: Thomis refers to difficulties in organising the local workers who 
“were interested in organisation only during times of depression […].” A similar claim was made by Chartist icon O’Connor, who 
stated that the working classes of Nottingham were not interested in what he said as long as they had a few shillings in their 
pocket. 
51 Clay (2); p. 9; Thirsk; pp. 170-1; Thomis (a); p. 29. 
52 Thompson; p. 211. See Thomis (a); pp. 35-6/47-8: Factory production and the large scale application of steam power in 
Nottingham’s hosiery industry did not start until the 1850s, and it came along with a diversification of Nottingham’s trades. “In 
any debate on the merits and demerits of the ‘factory-system’ it must be conceded that it was the only possible salvation left to 
hosiery and that its belated arrival was a tragedy to a whole generation of framework knitters.” The lace industry was moving 
towards factory production faster than hosiery. 
53 Bryson; p. 87/128. 
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1.4. Living and working conditions 

In January 1831, nine months before the Reform Riots, the Duke of Newcastle depicted the 
economic situation of the town and its inhabitants very optimistically. He wrote that “the people 
in this county generally are in full work & at good wages (2s a day) at Nottingham the trade has 
never been better”.54 

His claim was one of total ignorance of working peoples’ – especially the hosiery workers’ – 
plight, as in 1830 an estimated half of the town’s 50,000 inhabitants were in receipt of poor 
relief. Even though economic despair of hosiery workers was by no means a new phenomenon 
and the phrase “as poor as a stockinger” had allegedly been used since the 1740s,55 Thomis 
claimed that hosiery workers suffered a deterioration of living standards in the period 1785-
1835.56 

One indicator which helps to piece together a picture of the living conditions of working people 
in Nottingham is their average life expectancy. For the whole town it has been stated as being just 
over twenty-two, seven years lower than the national average. In some areas it was fourteen or 
fifteen, in parts of St Anns “it touched eleven”, the lowest rate recorded in the British Empire.57 

Another indicator is the level of wages. The attempt of creating a clear picture of the 
development of wages, especially in domestic industries, is complicated by various 
methodological problems,58 not least as gender bias usually distorts the picture. The income 
generated by the family members’ economic activities59 is usually accredited to the labour of the 
patriarch only, ignoring that in artisans’ households everyone worked, with women not only 
being engaged in producing commodities but also in unpaid reproductive work.60 Although he 
provides a large body of empirical evidence regarding wage rates and developments, Thomis is an 
example for historians who even fail to reflect their gender bias by at least admitting that they do 
not depict the situation of all workers but rather that of adult male workers. He claims that living 
conditions of hosiery workers were not yet deprived in the late eighteenth century, when wages 
were said to have been 10/- to 12/- a week, and in the skilled segments of production as high as 
30/-. In the 1790s the wars against revolutionary France initially had no negative effect as the 
military bought huge quantities of commodities. By 1809 this had changed, with enormous 
consequences for the level of wages. At the beginning of the Luddite uprisings even the highest 
paid labourers like the silk workers were earning no more than 12/-, whilst 7/3 were seen as 
relatively high wages. In 1826 the high paid workers’ wages were dropping further to 9/- or 10/- a 
week, in 1827 it was reported that on average eighty hours of work generated as little as 6/- to 7/- 
a week for most workers. In the 1830s, estimated average wages of hosiery workers had fallen by 
30-50 percent since the beginning of the century.61 O’Brien refers to female framework knitters 
earning 2/6, indicating that Thomis fails to even mention a blatant gender wage gap in the 

                                                 
54 Gaunt; p. 74. 
55 Bryson; p. 87/94; Gray; p. 34; Thomis (a); p. 14. 
56 Thomis (a); pp. 14/18: Thomis choice of the year 1835 is an entirely arbitrary date in this context, for there was to be “no 
improvement for a further twenty years.” 
57 Bryson; p. 99; Kayne; p. 93; Thomis (a); p. 24; Welch (a); p. 14. 
58 Thomis (a); pp. 14-5: Not only have seasonal variations to be taken into consideration, but also other factors like the hosier’s 
practice of assigning the available work to the highest possible number of workers to maximise income generated by frame rents. 
Employers also retained a discretionary power to vary payment according to their perception of the quality of the work and make 
deductions for wastage and error. Furthermore the figures available must be treated with care as employers tended to cite the 
most favourable and trade union committees the worst figures available. “The manufacturer believed the stockinger to be a liar; 
the stockinger believed the manufacturer to be a cheat.” 
59 Thirsk; pp. 173-4. 
60 Shepard; pp. 83-4: Thirsk’s and Shepard’s criticisms, although made in respect to the historians of a different period are 
equally valid for many accounts of the nineteenth century’s socioeconomic history. See O’Brien; p. 4: “The man was not the family 
breadwinner. Each member would contribute financially, and each contribution was essential to keep the family from starvation.” 
61 Thomis (a); p. 15-19. 
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hosiery industry.62 The income of lace workers was considerably better. Wages were rising to 
astronomical heights in the short-lived boom of 1824-5, when some workers were paid wages as 
high as £5. In the following slump wages fell to 24/- in 1829, 18/- in 1833 and 12/- in 1838.63 
Again Thomis does not mention that for the majority of the workforce in the lace industry, which 
was the predominantly female64 wages will have been considerably lower. Pinchbeck refers to 
reports of women working embroidering silk bobbin net shawls, working fourteen hours whilst 
earning only 1/- a day.65 

Wage figures alone cannot give a firm base to Thomis’ claim of deteriorating living standards. 
However, the development of prices provides further evidence, as prices soared at the same time 
as wages declined. Estimations vary drastically, sometimes stating a rise of 25 but sometimes up 
to 150 percent for “food and other necessaries of life” in the years 1792-1832. Thomis’ rather 
cautious estimate – which would nevertheless have been disastrous – is of prices rising by about 
a quarter, whilst wages fell by about a third of the 1785 level.66 

In addition to the expenses for food etc, the overwhelming majority of Nottingham’s textile 
workers had to pay frame rents to the hosiers, which amounted to about one sixth of weekly 
wages.67 In case of the common unemployment the frame was either lost, or those renting it were 
further spiralling into debt.68 

Combining the figures of wages and expenses, Thomis’ claim of declining living standards can 
be expressed in the increasing length of a working day. The number of working hours necessary 
to afford clothes, housing and food, not mentioning the hours of reproductive work, have been 
estimated at ten hours in 1760, fourteen in 1821 and sixteen in 1835.69 

A typical workers’ diet, at most times little over starvation level, contained nothing but “old 
milk, barley-bread and potatoes. At times, workers could not afford bread or potatoes”. 
Commodities like tea, butter, tobacco, ale etc. were often unaffordable. In 1845 the diet of 
Nottingham workers was described as “low and precarious”, consisting of bread, potatoes and 
herrings, all “other or better articles [being] strangers to the tables of the poor”.70 

Thomis concludes that in the five decades between the 1780s and the 1830s there: 

“[…] was not a uniform decline, either in its impact or its timing, [however] it is clear 
that during the final decade of the period Nottingham was in almost perpetual 
depression, alleviated by only very transitionary periods of buoyancy, and that distress 
was extremely severe and very widespread.”71 

One group of workers who had to suffer exceptionally were children, especially in the cottages 
and small workshops. Sixteen hours a day were a normal workload, with child workers being: 

“[…] kept up until 11 pm or midnight, boys of five winding yarn, little girls standing on 
stools, to be able to see the candles on the tables, as they stitched away at seams. 

                                                 
62 O’Brien; pp. 6-7. 
63 Bryson; p. 87; Thomis (a); p. 15-19: “As with the hosiery workers, wages were falling, and attendant pressures of longer hours 
and harder work were developing.” 
64 O’Brien; p. 6: “[…] the census of 1844 revealed that in all the branches of the lace industry in Great Britain there were 15,876 
women over twenty, 6,040 girls under twenty, to compare with only 5,373 men and 1,082 boys.” 
65 Pinchbeck; p. 211. 
66 Thomis (a); pp. 19-20. See ibid; pp. 20-1 for descriptions of various food and coal riots. 
67 Ibid; p. 28: “It was the ambition of many […] that they might one day become frame-owners themselves and enjoy the profits of 
frame-rents, and so they chose to regard them as inviolable property rights.” 
68 Bryson; p. 87. 
69 Thomis (a); pp. 17-8. 
70 Ibid; p. 21. 
71 Ibid; p. 26. 
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Mothers would pin them on their knees, giving them a slap on the head if they fell 
asleep before their stint was finished.”72 

There has been an intense debate about whether the spread of factory production resulted in 
an improvement of working conditions,73 although it did not include a reduction of working 
hours.74 That such claims can be supported by various pieces of evidence, must not be 
understood as a defence of the horrors of Victorian factory work75 but rather as a necessary 
challenge of the romanticised myths of domestic workers’ living and working conditions.76 

In both settings, working in Nottingham’s textile industry had drastic physical consequences. 
Workers operating stocking frames were said to be identifiable by their physical appearance as 
they were undergoing rapid physical deterioration from an early age and often had respiratory 
and digestive organ diseases “from [their] early association with the cramping frame.”77 

Under these circumstances it seems highly surprising that in 1834 eighty-four percent of 
children were connected – at least officially – to an educational establishment of some sort, 
mostly Sunday Schools.78 

“Sunday schools were advocated as a factor in promoting social cohesion and as part of 
the answer to crime, [but] a person, taught to read the Bible might also lay hands upon 
the Age of Reason or the Rights of Man. If Sunday Schools were intended to keep 
people in their places, they also gave to some the means of changing places.”79 

1.5. The struggle for parliamentary reform 

In its immediate aftermath, the “French revolution consolidated old corruption by uniting 
landowners and manufacturers in a common panic”.80 But although the downfall of the French 
Ancien Régime revived its British counterpart,81 the post 1688 class compromise82 was no longer 
able to incorporate the drastic socioeconomic transformations without adjustment. Fast-growing 
towns like Manchester, Birmingham, Bradford and Leeds had no parliamentary representation, 
                                                 
72 Bryson; pp. 85-6: Child labour was common in many industries. Children aged four or even younger were working alongside 
their families in the textile industry, others toiled in coal pits from the age of six, or worked at brickyards in Mapperley or as 
sweeping chimneys “hardening their flesh with vinegar and being encouraged to hurry by their masters lighting a fire in the 
hearth”. 
73 Ibid; pp. 98-9; Pinchbeck; p. 307. 
74 Ibid; p. 188: In 1833 it was found that in “Nottingham […] although the day’s work was considered to be twelve hours, the 
actual practice was to extend that period to sixteen and sometimes eighteen hours when the demand was pressing.” 
75 Engels (b); pp. 203-6; Bryson; pp. 98-9: Also in Nottingham’s factories children suffered most: “Sick and fainting, supervised 
by an overseer with a horsewhip, they eked out their miserable existence […]. Knuckles scraped to the bones, joints nipped by 
cogs, the children frequently collapsed with fatigue into the machines. Robert Blincoe […] described seeing a girl of eight whose 
dress caught in a shaft. She was dragged into the machinery and spun round like a rag doll, her bones cracking and her blood 
spraying as if from a wrung-out mop.” Thomis (a); pp. 21-3: Even though a worker in a factory setting, operating a bobbin-net 
machine, might have been relatively better paid and therefore better fed, Thomis states that s*he would have been even more 
prone to chest infections than if s*he was working in one of the small, low, ill ventilated attic workshops. 
76 See Engels (b); pp. 50-2: This account is a classic example for such a depiction of the domestic industries. 
77 Thomis (a); pp. 2-3/22-3: The propertied in Nottingham had a comparatively enlightened attitude towards the need of public 
health institutions, notably e.g. by the opening of General Hospital in 1782, however this could barely “scratch the surface of the 
problem”. 
78 Thomis (a); p. 8. 
79 Ibid. See Le Bon; pp. 85/88/98: He feared the “acquisition of knowledge […] which […] is a sure method of driving a man to 
revolt” and wrote that “the worst enemies of society, the anarchists, are recruited among the prize-winners of schools”. See 
Thomis (a); p. 9: Sunday Schools also provided a minimum of education for adults and Nottingham has been claimed as the 
birthplace of the Adult School movement. Hoare; pp. 284-8: Although the working class Operatives’ Libraries were not founded 
before the second half of the 1830s, at the eve of the Reform Riots there were – limited – possibilities for working class people to 
get their hands on books, as in the Artisans’ Library, set up in 1824 by well meaning middle class people. “It admitted apprentices 
as well as ‘artisans’ or skilled craftsmen, and charged a quarterly subscription of 1s. 6p.” 
80 Thompson; p. 195; Wright; pp. 20-3. 
81 Thompson; pp. 216-7. 
82 Engels (a); p. 8939 (see MEW volume 22; pp. 301-2): Engels described the outcome of the so called Glorious Revolution as a 
class compromise between aristocracy, gentry and bourgeoisie. The monarchy continued to exist but parliamentary sovereignty 
was guaranteed and Parliament was given powers to keep the monarchy in check. 
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whilst hamlets could send one or even two MPs, often controlled by landed magnates, to 
Westminster.83 By the 1830s the issue of parliamentary reforms had been on the agenda of 
reformists and radicals for decades. Many gatherings had taken place and numerous lives had 
been lost, as in the Peterloo Massacre on the 16th August 1819, when approximately fifteen died 
and hundreds were injured as people were slashed and trampled by charging cavalry troopers.84 

In the prelude to the Reform Bill Crisis 1830-2, parliamentary reform had been an umbrella 
term for numerous groups and individuals campaigning by various means for very diverse aims 
and agendas, although male campaigners were virtually unanimous in their determination to 
withhold the suffrage from women. The complex debates and internal fault lines within the 
factions of reformers and radicals were interwoven with socioeconomic upheavals in all aspects 
of social relations in Britain, changing power and production relations, and shifting the 
framework of the parliamentary regime. 

“New interests were clearly not adequately represented in Parliament. The conflict of 
‘court versus country’ was to be replaced by conflicts between industry and agriculture, 
between town and countryside […], between labour and capital. The England of Burke 
was to become the England of Marx.”85 

Why various persons and groups who were identified or identified themselves as part of the 
working classes86 did pursue parliamentary reform, often demanding all-male suffrage, has been 
much debated.87 Dinwiddy argues that this can be partly explained by the ineffectiveness of other 
strategies as on many occasions direct action had been tried with “very little positive result”. The 
issue was intensively and diversely debated, and working class support for parliamentary reform 
varied hugely in different parts of the country.88 However claims of a “swelling surge towards 
political change”, here to be understood as changes within the framework of parliamentary 
politics, were not unfounded.89 Allegedly there were members of the working classes in 
Nottingham who indulged hopes that even moderate parliamentary reform might result in “an 
alleviation of suffering” a “change of fortune” after the slumps which followed the short boom in 
the 1820s.90 

Although far from having coherent attitudes towards the question, the majority of the local 
representatives of what was constructed as the middle classes91 were supporting moderate 
parliamentary reform. The Whig dominated Nottingham Corporation reflected nationwide 
patterns as it consistently attempted “to lead and give expression” to reformist and radical 
                                                 
83 Hernon; p. 58. See Thomis (a); pp. 143-68 for details on the parliamentary borough of Nottingham before 1832. See Journal; 
15th October 1831: As a pro-reform petition, undersigned by 36,000 inhabitants of Edinburgh was presented to the Lords, the 
Journal referred to Edinburgh as having 140,000 inhabitants, 36 of which eligible to vote. 
84 Hernon; pp. 28-46; Thompson; p. 899. 
85 Wright; pp. 10-1. 
86 Ibid; p. 12: Socioeconomic change always determines and is reciprocally determined by transformation of class structures. Class 
in the rapidly industrialising Britain was, as always, a complex category which has to be differentiated carefully, as Wright 
illustrates for the working classes where divisions “ran deep, [so] between the domestic and factory workers”. However Wright 
argues that despite the complexity of the category, it was very relevant to people in early nineteenth century Britain as “the simple 
class model was held by many contemporaries and was a potent catalyst of political change.” 
87 See Thompson; pp. 909-10: “[…] for the workers of this and the next decade [the 30s and 40s], [the vote] was a symbol whose 
importance it is difficult for us to appreciate, our eyes dimmed by more than a century of the smog of ‘two-party parliamentary 
politics’.” According to Thompson the vote had symbolic value and was “a yet unknown tool” allegedly to exercise social control 
“over their conditions of life and labour.” 
88 Dinwiddy; pp. 25/64-5. See Thomis (a); pp. 217-25 for details on pre 1831 activities of reformers in Nottingham. 
89 Bryson; p. 94. 
90 Ibid; p. 94; Gray; pp. 31/34. 
91 Wright; pp. 33-6: Who exactly constituted the middle classes is intensively debated. In the discourse of the time the category 
was often used synonymously with the equally vague one of “respectable” people. See ibid; p. 12: “Many of the professional middle 
classes were little more than hangers-on of landed society.” See Dinwiddy; pp. 55-60 for details on the middle classes and their 
attitudes towards the bill. See Thomis (a); p. 11 many members of the middle classes in Nottingham had their backgrounds in the 
working classes as the development of the textile industry had generated a certain degree of social mobility so that by the middle 
of the nineteenth century, the great majority of the master framework-knitters and even some hosiers came from the ranks of the 
stockingers themselves or the agricultural population of the surrounding areas. 
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movements whilst resisting “any attempts of more thorough-going” reformers to “take over”. The 
“Corporation’s political mission was as much to avoid revolution as to achieve reform […]”.92 

Amongst the people who can be defined as members of the ruling classes, positions on the 
issue of parliamentary reform were complex and opposing fractions were irreconcilable. Even for 
the Whigs in Westminster, the party93 which was to push forward the issue within the 
parliamentary system, parliamentary reform was a major source of dissent for many years. The 
whole party consisted of a rather uneasy coalition of aristocrats and professional men, with the 
former tending to call the tune, controlling a considerable number of seats in the Commons.94 In 
1830 a new government was lead by Earl Grey, who was as much a “thoroughbred aristocrat” as 
the rest of his cabinet and had little sympathy for the developing workers’ movement.95 However 
it was Grey’s administration which introduced the Reform Bill, with debates beginning in the 
Commons on the 31st March 1831.96 At the bill’s core lay the reorganisation of constituencies. It 
also proposed an arguably minor extension of the franchise. The reorganisation of constituencies 
aimed at disfranchising many “rotten boroughs” whilst others were to be reduced to sending only 
one MP to the Commons. A number of these seats were to be given to new constituencies, 
strengthening the parliamentary representation of the new industrialised centres. The franchise 
in the counties was to remain with the 40/- freeholders; in the boroughs it was to be held by all 
occupiers of buildings with an annual value of £10.97 

Why Grey’s government finally went ahead with parliamentary reform has been debated at 
length, e.g. discussing whether hope for political gain or fear of revolution had been the 
government’s primary motivation for pushing their Reform Bill.98 For Hernon, the popular 
movements’ activities outside parliament, whose “often uttered call [for reform] had become too 
loud to ignore any longer” was forcing the proposal of a bill.99 In this logic Grey sought a way to 
avoid revolution as it had occurred on the continent, a way which reacted to ongoing economic 
and social upheavals without endangering the established social hierarchies. This interpretation 
sees the Whigs’ recipe to avoid revolution in “granting concessions” whilst they were “terrified” of 
the possible repercussions if they should fail.100 Favouring a different approach Dinwiddy argues 
that “although the state of feeling in the country was a major factor in [the Whigs’] deliberations 
throughout the Reform Bill Crisis, at no stage did it force them into anything like a capitulation” 
and focuses on the political advantages the Whigs were hoping to gain by pushing their version of 
parliamentary reform, knowing that the issue would enjoy large scale public support.101 This 
interpretation can be supported by arguing that bold claims like Goldsmith’s, that the bill 

                                                 
92 Ibid; pp. 142/231. 
93 See Wright; pp. 1-10: There were no large political parties in Commons and Lords in the modern sense: “the terms ‘Whig’ and 
‘Tory’ were used, but normally only of the front bench professional politicians, those who were organised in small groups based on 
friendship, blood or marriage ties […] or a rather vague sharing of attitudes. […] the ‘professional’ politicians accounted for only 
one section of the House. There were also between a hundred and two hundred […] ‘King’s Friends’ [who usually supported the 
government]. Their numbers included court officers, civil servants, government contractors, army and naval officers, those 
holding government pensions and sinecures and those sitting for government boroughs. Finally there were the mass of 
independent members who formed a majority of the eighteenth-century House of Commons. Some were lawyers and merchants, 
but most were country gentlemen [and] tended to support the government.” 
94 Dinwiddy; pp. 1-5. 
95 Wright; pp. 31. 
96 Goldsmith; pp. 470-1. 
97 Wright; pp. 33-6. See ibid; p. 39: In the second Reform Bill the rules for the franchise in the boroughs were changed meaning 
that e.g. resident freemen were to retain their votes. 
98 Dinwiddy; p. 50-1. 
99 Hernon; p. 58. See Thompson; pp. 887-1: This argument has also been made by Thompson who stated that the Reform Bill 
Crisis was not the consequence of “a growing middle-class reform movement, with a working class-tail” pushing against the “old 
corruption”, but in reverse it was “the people” from whom the “agitation arose”, forcing the middle-class to go along as they were 
the ones who could achieve a “line of retreat acceptable to all”, i.e. a compromise which would keep the working classes at bay 
whilst being tolerable by all but characters like Newcastle. However this approach does not reflect the complex fractures within 
what can be constructed as working, middle and ruling classes. 
100 Wright; pp. 31-3. 
101 Dinwiddy; p. 55. 
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included “a greater amount of change than had been anticipated either by friends or enemies”,102 
greatly overemphasise the consequences of the bill. The carefully measured extension of the 
franchise and in particular the reorganisation of the constituencies aimed not at widening public 
participation in parliamentary politics, but at broadening the basis of the Whigs’ political power. 
The pre-1832 organisation of constituencies had given the Tories an advantage, as the majority of 
the “rotten boroughs” were dominated by them. Therefore an attack on the “rotten boroughs” 
would result in a major shift in the power balance inside the Commons. It is also noteworthy that 
plans to abolish a number of “rotten boroughs” and to increase the number of county members 
were not designed to undermine the “essential control of the system by the landed aristocracy 
and gentry”, but to stabilise it. This was attempted by “strengthening the legitimate influence of 
the landed classes over elections and a corresponding reduction of influences whose legitimacy 
was questionable.”103 

The proponents of this very moderate parliamentary reform in Nottingham and the rest of 
Britain were confronted with formidable opposition, not least by those within the ruling classes 
who were to lose power by the disfranchisement of many “rotten boroughs”. This opposition was 
perhaps most prominently represented by one of the most despised characters in Nottingham’s 
history, the embodiment of all the clichés of the landed aristocrat,104 Henry Fiennes Pelham 
Clinton, the fourth Duke of Newcastle. He was an “ultra-Tory” of whom even Wellington said 
“there never was such a fool”. Newcastle himself took pride in saying that he caused a riot 
wherever he went.105 Economically and politically he was largely unsuccessful with most of his 
schemes and after 1830 he was constantly trying to avoid bankruptcy.106 He was not an opponent, 
but an enemy of the Whig’s Reform Bill,107 as it were also some of “his” constituencies who were 
scheduled to be disfranchised, among them all of his seats in Yorkshire.108 

At first Newcastle had no need to worry, as the first Reform Bill was defeated in the House of 
Commons after seven nights of debate. However, Grey’s defeat was followed by a General 
Election in April and May 1831 which went badly for the opponents of reform, who lost numerous 
MPs, therefore securing future attempts for parliamentary reform a majority in the Commons.109 
In Nottingham both reform candidates were elected110 and even Newcastle, used to obedient 
voters, was largely unsuccessful with his candidates. As even Newark failed to return a Newcastle 
family representative for the first time111 the Duke wrote furiously in his diary: “I shall raise my 
rents to the double & see how they like that”.112 

                                                 
102 Goldsmith; p. 471. 
103 Dinwiddy; p. 49-51; Wright; pp. 33-6. 
104 Gaunt; p. xi: “In spite of owning property in Yorkshire, London and Wales, Newcastle was at heart a country gentleman and 
landed magnate who spent the majority of his time and energies upon projects associated with his wide ranging Nottinghamshire 
interests.” 
105 Bryson; p. 94; Thomis/Preston/Wigley; pp. 85-6. See Thomis (a); p. 149: Newcastle’s reactionary views were so extreme as to 
enable even bourgeoisies like the Nottingham Whigs as to appear as “popular egalitarians”. See Gaunt; pp. 74-5: An example for 
Newcastle’s character is an event in January 1831. Whilst on his way to a ball in Newark, he was told that a “large mob” waited for 
him and was “insulting Every body that came up thinking that I might be in the carriage”. He continued to Newark, determined to 
rather “Encounter any degree of riot than to incur the disgrace of retreat & to give to give the rabble a triumph”. On arrival he 
managed to get through some scuffles uninjured, satisfied that “if I had not persevered in coming to the Town that I Should have 
Sacrified my reputation & done irreparable mischief by giving courage to a set of miscreants”. 
106 Welch (a); pp. 1-2. 
107 Gaunt; p. 77: “I alone remain fixed in my determination & have to fight the cause almost single handed” whilst the other 
“gentlemen of the County” driven by “by fears or otherwise” are “ingulphing [the] cause of reform”. See ibid; pp. 80-1: For 
Newcastle, parliamentary reform was aiming “to overthrow the Nation”. 
108 Gaunt; p. xlii. See Welch (a); p. 1: Newcastle controlled several MPs: “Before 1832 he had five M.P.s whom he nominated, two 
for Boroughbridge, two for Aldborough […] and one for Newark. In 1830 he had seven candidates.” 
109 Gaunt; p. xlii; Goldsmith; p. 472. 
110 Bryson; p. 94. 
111 Gaunt; p. xlii. See ibid; pp. 78-9: Newcastle’s Newark candidate, a Sir Griesley “was very ill received & very roughly handled […] 
there was so great a riot that he induced to retire […] until […] the Mayor had sworn in special Constables”. 
112 Gaunt; pp. 80-2: Newcastle’s electoral defeats in Nottinghamshire lead him to conclude that “The county is carried by […] 
revolutionists […] not one man in it worthy of any distinction above the Swinish multitude”. 
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Following the elections a second Reform Bill passed the Commons with a solid majority and 
was officially sent to the Lords on the 22nd September 1831.113 In Nottingham 12,000-13,000 
persons signed a petition in support of the Reform Bill, which was presented in the Lords.114 

But on Saturday, October 8th, the House of Lords rejected the Reform Bill, by a majority of 
41.115 The defeat was not a real surprise, but according to the Mercury “there were very few that 
entertained the remotest idea the majority would be so large.” Notable was the position of the 
church as 22 Bishops voted against the Reform Bill.116 A month later “their effigies were burned 
before the Guy at many November 5th bonfires”,117 but before that more serious expressions of 
anger were to manifest themselves. 

                                                 
113 Goldsmith; p. 472. 
114 Bryson; p. 94; Thomis (a); pp. 221-2: The number of signatories stated varies in different sources. Pro-reform petitions had 
become a regular feature in the Reform Bill Crisis, repeatedly being signed by thousands of people. See Journal; 15th October 
1831: During the debates in the Lords various petitions were presented, the pro-reform one by the inhabitants of Nottingham by 
Lord Holland. He did so as Newcastle presented his anti-reform petition, resulting in an entertaining debate between the two. See 
Mercury; 8th October 1831: According to this the pro-reform petition was signed “in the short space of only three days.” See 
Review; 30th September 1831: The relative failure of the anti reform petition was subject of mockery by proponents of the Reform 
Bill: “Some of the tories, in an evil hour for their cause, have ventured to get up a hole and corner petition; […] on Friday and 
Saturday last, the petition lay at the County-hall for signatures, and during the whole of those two days, up to four o'clock on 
Saturday afternoon it had received the amazing number of 20 signatures!!!” 
115 Bryson; p. 94; Hernon; p. 58; Journal; 8th October 1831: “On the Lord Chancellor declaring the state of the numbers, no 
expression of feeling took place.” See Mercury; 15th October 1831: “Millions of subjects require a restitution of their rights; the 
King is ready to restore them; but one hundred and ninety Peers withstand the just demand.” 
116 Ibid: The Mercury contradicts itself regarding the exact number of opposing bishops, stating once that there had been 21 but 
elsewhere giving the number of 22. Only two bishops voted for the Reform Bill. 
117 Welch (b); p. 5. 
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2. The Reform Riots 

The news of Reform Bill’s defeat in the House of Lords reached Nottingham during the annual 
Goose Fair,118 on Saturday 8th October 1831 at “about half-past eight o’clock” in the evening with 
the arrival of Pickford’s van. According to the Mercury the outcome did not come as a surprise to 
the people of Nottingham, where many still “indulged hopes” that it would to “go into 
Committee”.119 None of the used sources report any form of direct action in response to this news 
during the night to Sunday. 

2.1. Sunday 

The next morning a “coneonrae of people” witnessed the arrival of the mail coach in the yard 
of The White Lion. A passenger on the coach “said that in London they were beating to arms, 
which was received with cheers”.120 

In Clumber Street Mr. Hedderly’s shop became the first target of direct action. Apparently the 
druggist stood in front of his shop, watching the crowd. The Mercury recounts rumours of 
Hedderly using “some offensive word or gestures” towards the crowd before retreating into his 
shop, but: 

“[…] we cannot learn that anything of the kind in reality took place, but a multitude is 
very easily excited, and the report caused some of his upstairs windows to be broken, 
though this was done by mere youths.”121 

From Clumber Street the disturbances spread into Pelham Street where “about the same time” 
Dr. Manson was struck by a missile hurled at him and “it became apparent that the irritation was 
progressively gaining strength.”122 Like Hedderly, Manson was well known for his opposition of 
the Reform Bill. Their names had been printed by the Review little more than a week before as 
they had, along with other “respectable inhabitants” signed a petition “against some of the 
clauses of the Bill […] in terms of respectful moderation”.123 The Review had written that the 
signatories, “gentlemen who have viewed the reform bill ‘with the utmost anxiety and alarm,’ will 
unquestionably thank us for making known their names to the world”.124 

Exactly what happened during the early afternoon is not detailed in the used sources, but the 
Mercury describes that as “the day went on, the violence of the multitude gathered strength”.125 
At “the close of the afternoon” the crowd in the side streets of Clumber Street grew “more dense” 
and stones were thrown at windows.126 

“As soon as it became dusk, the individuals engaged in giving vent to their passions 
were flanked by several hundred young men and females who were drawn by the spot 
through curiosity, but whose presence greatly retarded the constables in their duty and 
the throwing of stones, brick-hats, &c. increased.”127 

                                                 
118 Gray; p. 34. 
119 Mercury; 15th October 1831; Fellows/Freeman; p. 51; Hicklin; p. 159. 
120 Mercury; 15th October 1831; Thomis/Preston/Wigley; p. 85. 
121 Ibid.  
122 Ibid. 
123 Hicklin; p. 159. 
124 Review; 30th September 1831: This is further discussed in 5.3. See Appendix X. for the full list. 
125 Hicklin; p. 160. 
126 Mercury; 15th October 1831; Fellows/Freeman; p. 51; Wylly; p. 96: “On the evening […] a great number of people assembled in 
the market-place and proceeded to break the windows of obnoxious individuals.” 
127 Mercury; 15th October 1831. 
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This passage is notable as it mentioned for the first time attempts to repress the riots, as yet 
only by constables.128 Furthermore, it also mentions women for the first time, even though they 
are depicted as passive spectators. 

The rioting in the evening took place whilst Sunday’s congregations were attending their 
gatherings.129 The parallel occurrence of rioting and worshipping gave Hicklin, himself an 
opponent of the Reform Bill who had signed the anti-reform petition,130 an opportunity to 
describe the wickedness of the rioters: 

“[…] as the song of praise, or the prayer of faith ascended from the worshipping 
congregations then assembled in the various churches and chapels of the town, the 
yells of an infuriated rabble, and the crash of broken windows, broke in with 
unwelcome sound on these sacred devotions, and told too fearfully that the work of 
devastation was commencing.”131 

The second known person wounded in the riots was the mayor who apparently hurried 
towards the rioters, but “was wounded on the head by a stone, thrown down and trampled on by 
the mob, his leg being much bruised”.132 

The notorious Riot Act was read and the attempts of repressing the crowds increased: 

“[…] the police officers exerted themselves to seize upon the offenders, but without 
avail, as it was utterly impossible to discover from what hands the stones were hurled, 
but each crash of the glass produced a loud shout, which was not unfrequently echoed 
by those who were idle spectators, yet who, in the excitement of the moment, gave way 
to the ebullition of their feelings.”133 

At about 7pm further direct action started, again expressed utilising the – this time less 
pathetically expressed – contrast of worshiping and rioting: 

“[…] when the congregations were leaving the different places of worship and the 
streets were much crowded, another party of rioters attacked in Bridlesmith Gate a Mr 
Ward’s druggery store and then continued to the mentioned Dr Manson’s house where 
they ‘demolished a great many panes”.134 

After the attack on Manson’s house this “party of rioters” marched “with loud cheers” towards 
the Market Square, where they made: 

“[…] a determined attack upon the house of Mr. G.N. Wright, book-seller, Long-row. 
The mischief was principally done by the youths; but the moment […] the constables 
attempted to seize any of them, blows from stones and heavy hands plainly evinced 
that the lads were the mere instruments of more powerful agency. Not content with 
throwing in the upstairs of Mr. Wright, an attempt was made to break into the shop, in 
which they unfortunately succeeded; the front was completely battered in, and the 
books, prints, stationery &c. thrown about the street.”135 

This passage demonstrates that the crowds were apparently able to defend themselves against 
the police and were in control of the situation before the military arrived at the scene. 
Commanding the local military forces was Colonel Joseph Thackwell, in charge of the 15th 

                                                 
128 Welch (a); pp. 9-10: As the Nottingham Watch Committee was not founded until 1836, the constables were not part of a 
regular paid police force but unpaid persons, only “on call”. 
129 Mercury; 15th October 1831. 
130 See Review; 30th September 1831. 
131 Hicklin; p. 160. 
132 Fellows/Freeman; p. 51; Mercury; 15th October 1831; Wylly; p. 96. 
133 Mercury; 15th October 1831. 
134 Ibid. 
135 Ibid. 
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Hussars, a cavalry unit stationed in Nottingham and Sheffield136, which had been involved in the 
Peterloo massacre.137 Thackwell received the first requisition for military intervention not from 
the magistrates and the mayor of Nottingham but from those of Derby at 12pm, where the riot 
was already in full swing. The “town was in the hands of a mob who were breaking windows and 
destroying the property of people who were obnoxious” - he reacted by sending “44 soldiers and 
horses”.138 

After the attack on Wright’s bookshop Thackwell’s Hussars arrived at the Nottingham scene. 
According to the Mercury they were “received with cheers, and a great concourse commenced 
singing ‘God save the King’”.139 However the military started to disperse the crowds, though 
apparently without using excessive violence: 

“The soldiers, with great caution and forbearance, proceeded to clear the street from 
the front of Mr. Hedderly’s; but even their presence could not prevent the throwing of 
stones, and the smashing of the glass,” 140 

The arrival of the military was followed by attempts to calm the crowds by prominent 
proponents of the Reform Bill: 

“Mr. Alderman Oldknow earnestly exhorted the people to refrain from violence; and 
Mr. C. Wilkins got upon one of the stalls, in the Market-place, from which he 
addressed a large multitude, and pointed out the folly of the excess; but his words, 
however much they might have convinced those who heard them, did not reach the 
persons who comprised what may be termed the mob, for they had hastily departed 
through different avenues at the first appearance of the military […].”141 

Thackwell stated that the military: 

“[…] succeeded in dispersing the crowds in various parts of the town and in the 
market-place. […] Small knots of the lowest rabble, however, still continued to glide 
through dark alleys and passages, and frequently succeeded in breaking windows 
before they could be interrupted. […] about 2 o’clock two of the rioters were 
apprehended […] the streets were now nearly empty, the troops withdrawn to the 
barracks, an officer’s piquet of 20 men being left in the town.”142 

The Mercury gives an account of the places which were targeted: 

“[…] in the course of the night, the houses of Mr. Bradshaw, wharfinger, Leen-side, 
Mr. Sharp, miller and baker, Mansfield-road, Mr. North, cheesemonger, Charlotte-
street, Mr. Cooke grocery, Chapel-bar, Mr. Lowe, hosier, Pilcher-gate, and the Journal 
Office were visited and outrages committed.”143 

                                                 
136 Wylly; pp. 94-5: Thackwell’s detailed description of the riots was written as a letter to Newcastle. The latter requested on the 
31st October an “impartial account” as he was desperate for first hand information about the events as he was well aware that he 
“should do more harm than good by appearing at Nottingham; [as] my presence will […] raise a mob.” 
137 Thomis/Preston/Wigley; p. 90. 
138 Fellows/Freeman; p. 51; Wylly; p. 95. 
139 Mercury; 15th October 1831; Wylly; p. 96: Thackwell’s account did not mention the singing, even though this does not 
contradict the Mercury’s claim. This is further discussed in 5.3. 
140 Mercury; 15th October 1831. 
141 Ibid; Wylly; p. 96. 
142 Wylly; p. 96. See Fellows/Freeman; p. 51. 
143 Mercury; 15th October 1831. See Journal; 15th October 1831: The Journal states that part of their office’s front windows were 
destroyed, that food was expropriated from the house of Sharpe and North and that the house of Mr. Kewney, a hosier was also 
attacked. Regarding the attack on their office the Journal writes: “That we, as public journalists, should have incurred the 
displeasure of the populace, is more, we conceive, than our conduct has [illegible] warranted. Our desire has uniformly been to 
uphold the principles of good government […] and to promote the best interests and welfare of all classes of the community.” 
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2.2. Monday 

Events on Monday started with a public meeting called by town officials after the rejection of 
the Reform Bill had become known. The Mercury reports that 12,000 to 15,000 persons 
assembled “with band and flags” and were addressed by various speakers.144 It seemed the Town 
Clerk’s announcement that everything would “pass off peacefully” was about to come true as the 
crowd was very well behaved.145 The only exception were “some young men” who had very 
“injudiciously though without evil intentions on the spur of the moment, prevailed with the 
females to make a flag a square of net, which was decorated with rosettes of black crape and bore 
the inscription ‘The Bill and no Lords’”.146 Here women are depicted not merely as spectators but 
as actively involved, even though not acting autonomously but in alliance with men. 

The Mercury claimed that towards the end of the meeting a rather mysterious stranger, who, 
according to the paper, had already addressed a smaller crowd which held a meeting in the Park, 
went up on one of the stages and addressed the crowd, “displaying some strange gestures”. The 
meeting broke up with the band playing “God save the King”,147 after the assembly had “been 
exhorted to peace and quietness”.148 

Despite most town officials’ confidence, the military had constantly been on high alert in their 
barracks, armed with their firearms and swords, whilst a small detachment was already in town. 
Beside Thackwell’s Hussars and the constables, a troop of Yeomanry was stationed near 
Wollaton, commanded by a Major Rolleston. There were “ominous signs for an outbreak 
occurring, [e.g.] that the shopkeepers took the precaution of closing their shops, and all business 
was suspended.” Allegedly it was also “quite evident, from the stern and fierce demeanour of 
many in crowd, that deadly mischief was contemplated.”149 The pro-reform Mercury was 
however careful to differentiate the crowd into “those who may really be termed the men of 
Nottingham”, i.e. those who listened to the speakers’ pleas to behave with “peace and quietness” 
and: 

“[…] an organized gang […] ripe for every mischief. This gang consisted of all the low 
and bad characters in this neighbourhood – the pickpockets who were exerting their 
talents during the fair, and the vile and worthless of every description, who had come 
to the town under the hope of picking up some plunder at the races.”150 

However it still appeared that the military would not be called upon to crush any disturbances 
that day. At half past two the Town Clerk reassured them that everything was calm, the people 
going home and that the troops could stand down. But “within the hour” the situation escalated 
as some time between 3pm and 4pm Mayor and Magistrates requested military support.151 

                                                 
144 Mercury; 15th October 1831. See Fellows/Freeman; p. 52: “Leading liberals” spoke at the event: “W.F.N. Norton, Esq.; Colonel 
Wildman; Lord Rancliffe; Thomas Wakefield, Esq.; Alderman Oldknow; Thomas Close, Esq.; Dr. Pigot, etc., addressed the 
populace and urged them to be quiet and keep the peace.” See Journal; 15th October 1831: Other speakers were Mr. T. Bailey, Mr. 
Hepner […], Mr. W.P. Smith and a Mr C. Wilkins. 
145 Wylly; p. 96. 
146 Mercury; 15th October 1831. It is unclear whether this was an adaptation of the traditional symbol often used to start food riots. 
See Thompson; p. 70: The traditional signal to start a food riot had been “[…] given by a man or a woman carrying a loaf aloft, 
decorated with black ribbon”. Even though this is stretching the evidence the speculation is interesting that the symbol by which 
uproar was to be ignited shifted from being an object connected to the reproductive sphere to a commodity, i.e. an object taken 
from the sphere of production. The banner caused some unrest. It was “carried through town”, but seized by another crowd which 
had held a meeting in the Park. Afterwards the “Radford young men” complained to the police office on Market Place. One of 
Thackwell’s Hussars then seized the banner from the second crowd which was moving towards Hockley 
147 Ibid. 
148 Hickley; p. 161. 
149 Fellows/Freeman; pp. 51-2; Hicklin; p. 161; Wylly; p. 96. 
150 Mercury; 15th October 1831: This is further discussed in 5.3. 
151 Wylly; pp. 96-7. 
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By that time the “lawless rabble”152 had already carried out a successful attack on a corn mill 
situated in the Forest,153 belonging to Mr. Sharpe, also a signatory of the anti-reform petition.154 
The mill got quite badly damaged, its sails “cut to pieces” and flour and corn were “scattered”. 
The mill’s “total demolition” was only prevented by “a party of Hussars”.155 

Following the attack on Sharpe’s mill the Riot Act was read “in many places” as “mobs were 
parading through the streets with flags and doing much injury to private property”.156 Crowds 
were frequently attacked and dispersed, however the 75 “men and horses” under Thackwell’s 
command were hardly enough to control them. He sent a message to his superiors asking for 
reinforcements and requested the Yeomanry to be called out.157 

The rioters did not wait for the repressive apparatus to organise itself more efficiently and 
some armed themselves with “bludgeons and iron palisades”, torn up as they marched through 
Sneinton, and advanced “after sundry minor depredations” onto Colwick Hall.158 The mansion 
was the home of John Musters, a magistrate “well known for his strict enforcement of the Game 
Laws”.159 He has been described as “an arch Tory who waged a vendetta equally against radicals 
and poachers” and a “well-known opponent” of Reform. Musters himself was not present at 
Colwick Hall at the time of the attack, but there were several of his servants, members of his 
family and at least one visitor. His son suffered a minor injury and his wife ended up crouching 
terrified under some shrubbery whilst Colwick Hall was thoroughly wrecked, plundered and 
nearly burned down.160 However no one in the crowd, which was later estimated to have been 
about 1,000 strong, harmed anyone seriously in the attack. Loseby, a servant sent towards town 
to inform the military of the attack, was confronted by the crowd who stopped but left him 
unharmed.161 

Returning from Colwick the crowd was allegedly: 

“[…] uttering yells of frantic glee [expressing] the destructive intentions with which, 
under pretence of maintaining ‘the rights of the people’ these misguided men had 
assembled. Having halted for the purpose of a little deliberation, a cry ‘to the Castle’ 
soon announced the next object of attack.”162 

Thackwell describes that from about 7.30pm “attacks were almost simultaneously [made] on 
the House of Correction and Nottingham Castle”. Bryson describes the attack against the House 

                                                 
152 Hicklin; p. 161. 
153 Fellows/Freeman; p. 52. See Mercury; 15th October 1831: By that time some windows in Hockley had already been demolished, 
belonging to the shop of a Mr. Smith, baker and Mr. Prickard, grocer. 
154 See Review; 30th September 1831. 
155 Mercury; 15th October 1831: “[…] it certainly was a curious sight to see a number of little rogues of sweeps, who presented the 
most piebald appearance, from being plastered with flour.” 
156 Wylly; p. 97. See Mercury; 15th October 1831: “The windows of Mr. Peter Loveitt, in York-street; of Mr. Clifton, an officer on 
half-pay, on the Mansfield-road; Mr. Tho[ma]s Berry, constable, Chesterfield-street; and Mr. Webster, constable, Derby-road, 
were broken, and considerable injury done.” See Journal; 15th October 1831: At Berry’s house the doors were “forced in, windows 
demolished, and furniture partly damaged”. 
157 Wylly; p. 97. 
158 Fellows/Freeman; p. 161; Wylly; p. 97: By 6pm Thackwell had been made aware of “a large mob […] proceeding towards 
Colwick”, but neither he nor the magistrates thought it justified to split their forces and allow “any part of the military to leave the 
town” because of the “weakness of my force, and the alarming appearance of the multitude which filled the street.” 
159 Thomis (a); p. 226; Thomis/Preston/Wigley; p. 85. 
160 Bryson; p. 95; Journal; 15th October 1831; 14th January 1832. See Hicklin; p. 161: “Mrs. Musters, who was then in ill health, 
eluded the fury of the mob by escaping with her attendant to an adjoining shrubbery, where they lay concealed amidst the foliage 
till the hour of danger was past.” See Journal; 15th October 1831 for a description of some of the bounty: “The furniture in most of 
the rooms, including some of the most costly description, together with some valuable paintings, entirely destroyed, and jewellery 
of considerable value, with some plate carried off.” See also Mercury; 15th October 1831: Allegedly also ale and wine were seized 
and promptly consumed. See Appendix V. for the full statement of Musters’ son. 
161 Journal; 14th January 1832: Some people pulled Loseby off his pony, to stop him from reaching the military, allegedly shouting 
“Pull him off, he going for the soldiers” whilst others said “Don’t hurt him.” 
162 Hicklin; p. 162. See Mercury; 15th October 1831: “Flushed with success, and full of desperate purposes, [the crowd was] uttering 
those wild shouts which, when heard through the stillness of evening and during a period of excitement, have the most appalling 
effect.” 
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of Correction as a feint to divert the military, with the “main body” of rioters splitting up “to deal 
with the castle.” Even though the evidence used is inconclusive as to whether the parallel attacks 
were coordinated or not, it forced the military, including Thackwell himself who was “out in the 
lower part of the town with a considerable part of [his] force”, to concentrate on the crowds who 
were “forcing in the prison doors” and to repel them “into the surrounding streets and alleys”. 
Thackwell then divided his forces, distributing dismounted soldiers “for the protection of [the 
prison], the town and the county gaol, and the gasworks.”163 

Due to this, the attack on the castle itself was undisturbed. It began by people extinguishing all 
gas lamps between St. James’ Church and the Riding School, which can be interpreted as the 
crowds using tactics, indicating experience in direct action.164 The “two or three servants of the 
Duke of Newcastle” inside the Gate House, though being promised safety, refused to open the 
gate,165 so the crowd tried to force them. The gates first withstood attack until a panel gave way. 
Three people slipped through, aiming to unbar the gates, while another party made a breach in 
the wall “opposite to the steps leading to Standard Hill”, enabling the rioters to storm the 
castle.166 

“[Having] forced their way past the lodge, [the crowd] poured in [the building] 
through a broken window, smashed the doors, and set about making a vast bonfire of 
this hated, if deserted, symbol.”167 

About sixty people were inside the building, where they smashed the rails of the staircases, 
shattered windows and ripped down chandeliers. Allegedly a group of “a dozen ringleaders” 
paused to discuss the best method of burning the place down. Eventually holes were hacked in 
the floors, filled with broken tables and banisters, and set alight.168 

“[A] little after seven o’clock in the evening, the wild shouts of the mob […] proclaimed 
to the town the accomplishment of their diabolical outrage.169 

While someone was engaged in selling souvenirs, apparently one yard of ripped tapestry for 
3/-, others busied themselves for a while with the demolition of objects in the premises. Busts 
were smashed and the equestrian statue of the first Duke pounded with a crowbar,170 according 
to Hickley the action of a “scoundrel” a sign of a “spirit worthy of the barbarians of the darker 
ages”.171 

“About nine o’clock, the spectacle was awfully grand, and viewed from whatever point, 
the conflagration presented an exhibition such as seldom witnessed. The grand outline 
of the building remained entire whilst immense volumes of flames poured forth at the 
windows […]. Thousands of people thronged the Castle-yard and every spot that 
commanded a sight of the fire. […] The rain fell heavily, and the sparks came down in 
amazing quantities, so as literally to fall in showers. A stable or outbuilding next to the 
wall going into the Park, was also consumed.”172 

                                                 
163 Bryson; p. 95; Fellows/Freeman; pp. 97-8. 
164 Hicklin; p. 162. Mercury; 15th October 1831: On the way down Wheeler Gate some more windows were shattered, possibly by 
mistake as the house belonged to a Mr. Woods, but was formerly inhabited by Mr. Kewney whose new house in Pilcher Gate had 
already been targeted. 
165 Hicklin; p. 172. See ibid; p. 8 (appendix): Three persons were in there, the keeper, his wife and his brother. 
166 Mercury; 15th October 1831; Hicklin; pp. 162/175: Grand entries are in reality often spoiled. Apparently someone fell in a well 
whilst storming the castle and had to be helped out “by means if a long pole”. See ibid; p. 18 (appendix): According to the keeper 
James Marriott’s account there were “about six hundred” people attacking the castle gates. 
167 Bryson; p. 95. 
168 Hicklin; p. 162. 
169 Ibid; p. 163. The slight inconsistency of the stated times can have many causes, it is however safe to conclude from the evidence 
available that the castle was stormed and set alight between 7pm and 8pm. 
170 Bryson; p. 95. Apparently one of the horse’s legs was cut off. One the riders’ feet turned up in a London antique shop. 
171 Hicklin; p. 164. 
172 Mercury; 15th October 1831. 
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As a “consequence of [the attack on the prison] the troops […] did not return to the market-
place for some time, and when they did the castle was in flames.” Some soldiers and magistrates 
eventually showed up at the castle yard but they did not try to disperse the crowds as “there was 
but little chance of discovering the authors of the mischief among the great concourse of 
spectators.” Thackwell admitted that that night military and magistrates were not in control of 
the situation and concluded that it was not due to his few soldiers’ presence but rather to “the 
extreme wetness of the night that more mischief was not attempted”.173 

However in the night to Tuesday manifold preparations were under way to reinforce 
Thackwell’s small detachment of soldiers and the few constables. During the night a “great 
number of special constables were sworn in”174 and the mustering of the South Nottinghamshire 
Yeomanry commenced, with many: 

“[…] troopers [having] a long and lonely [ride towards Nottingham] and not without 
risk for solitary yeomen, as the whole countryside was in a state of excitement.”175 

2.3. Tuesday 

The Journal wrote that in the morning the: 

“[…] outer walls of this once splendid edifice are alone left standing, and we fear will 
remain an eternal monument of the fury of a misguided multitude.”176 

Nottingham Castle had become nothing more than a “charred hulk”. Sadly, the bodies of two 
children, who had probably died exploring the smouldering ruins, were found.177 

Again numerous people assembled at the castle. 18 soldiers and one officer engaged the crowd, 
trying to clear Castle Yard. Apparently it was then that for the first time during the Reform Riots 
the people fought the soldiers by throwing stones at them.178 The soldiers attacked the crowd 
with their swords, using “the flat sides of their swords to drive the most riotous back; in one or 
two instances the points were used, but without giving any but very slight wounds.”179 

Coming from the barracks to reinforce the troops at the castle with a further twenty soldiers, 
Thackwell encountered a “very large mob on the Derby road opposite the park, and these men 
being in the act of pulling down some iron rails, I rode among them and dispersed them”.180 

In the early afternoon Hussars and Yeomanry repeatedly dispersed crowds on Market Square 
and in other locations in town. Thackwell hurried towards Beeston after he learned that the 
crowd dispersed on Derby Road had reassembled there.181 On their way the crowd had stopped at 
the residences of four families to expropriate food and money, three of which belonged to anti-
reformers, Col. Charlton, John Wright and Dr. John Storner, one to a pro-reform Whig, a 

                                                 
173 Wylly; p. 98. See Mercury; 15th October 1831; Journal; 15th October 1831: Only the windows of a Mr. Kirke Swann in St. James’ 
Street were broken. 
174 Fellows/Freeman; p. 51; Wylly; p. 98; Journal; 15th October 1831: According to latter “to the number of one or two thousand.” 
175 Fellows/Freeman; p. 53: They state that “many of the yeomen were reformers, but that was not allowed to interfere with duty, 
and so in the rainy and dark night they rode hard to obey the summons.” 
176 Journal; 15th October 1831; Bryson; p. 95. See Gaunt; p. 83: On Tuesday Newcastle, who was still in London, was told about the 
destruction of the castle. In a rather panicked diary entry expresses his hopes “that Clumber is not in their black books” as he 
heard rumours of “many large houses” being destroyed. He concludes that the “Whole country is in a horrid & fearful state“. 
177 Mercury; 15th October 1831: The children were named as S.S.N. Ellerby and Kilbourn. See Journal; 15th October 1831: 
Apparently they were 6 and 11 years old. 
178 Wylly; pp. 98-9: Until then Thackwell had found it “worthy of remark, that whenever the military came in contact with the 
populace, the latter being dispersed did not offer the slightest resistance by throwing stones or otherwise.” 
179 Mercury; 15th October 1831. It is unsure whether it was the soldiers who first attacked the crowds with their swords or whether 
people in the crowds started hurling stones before that. 
180 Journal; 14th January 1832; Wylly; p. 99: “I had nearly twenty of the cavalry with me. Without making any charge I rode 
amongst them to disperse them. […] Several of the mob told me I was acting illegally.” 
181 Wylly; p. 99. 
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Matthew Needham, whose house was apparently mistaken to be the home of said John Wright.182 
On their way they also visited some pubs where, according to Landlord William Martin of the 
Greyhound Pub, some “paid for their ale, and some did not.”183 

Eventually a crowd, according to later accounts some 2,000-3,000 strong, marched towards 
the Beeston silk mill, which was in possession of Mr. Lowe, a well known Tory. The mill was 
supposedly the largest in the East Midlands outside Derbyshire and a “local show-place” built in 
the mid 1820s with “no expense spared”. The rioters began, allegedly with almost military 
precision, to destroy the mill which was eventually burned down.184 

The attack on the mill has been interpreted as a sign of the growing confidence of the crowds. 
The major action on the two previous days had taken place after nightfall, whilst Lowe’s mill was 
burned in broad daylight. According to Preston it was this confidence which spurred the 
“suicidal” attack on Wollaton Hall, the residence of the 7th Baron Middleton, a Tory known to 
oppose the Reform Bill.185 As Wollaton Hall was known to be well defended, this target had been 
deliberately avoided earlier in favour of an attack on Lowe’s mill.186 

Now rioters attempted to storm the gates near the crossing of Derby and Beeston Roads: 

“But every preparation had been made. Col. Hancock had garrisoned the Hall with a 
strong body of colliers, and several pieces of cannon, and the Wollaton Yeomanry were 
stationed near the entrance. The mob, however, attacked the gate, which was forced 
open; the yeomanry immediately charged, the gate was closed, and sixteen or 
seventeen prisoners were taken.”187 

As the Yeomanry returned towards town with their prisoners, they were attacked near the: 

“Sir John Borlase Warren [where] the rioters ensconced themselves behind a wall in 
Chimley’s Close, from whence they threw stones and bricks at the Yeomanry as they 
approached, and several of them were much cut and bruised. The Yeomanry fired their 
pistols, but without effect, as the mob, as soon as they had thrown, covered themselves 
behind the wall. This skirmish occupied some time, and soon afterwards the Hussars 
guarded the prisoners into the town.”188 

There were a few more clashes outside and after entering town189 as the prisoners were taken 
towards the county gaol: 

“On the way the party was frequently pelted with stones, and in turning into 
Bridesmith gate several stones were thrown which struck some of the escort. A pistol 
shot was then fired which wounded two people, and this at once stopped the hostile 
proceedings of the mob, and from that moment they melted away, nor did they ever 

                                                 
182 Thomis/Preston/Wigley; p. 86: One of those families later expressed their fury that the Yeomanry stationed at Wollaton Hall 
did not interfere. See Journal; 15th October 1831: “[…] in some instances every morsel of food was cleared off by the mob.” See 
Mercury; 15th October 1831: As the descriptions in the used sources are contradicting, it is unclear whether this happened before 
or after the attack on Lowe’s mill. 
183 Journal; 14th January 1832; Mercury; 15th October 1831. 
184 Journal; 14th January 1832; Thomis (a); p. 226; Thomis/Preston/Wigley; p. 86. 
185 Ibid; p. 92. 
186 Journal; 14th January 1832. 
187 Fellows/Freeman; p. 54; Mercury; 15th October 1831: When the Yeomanry charged a woman was “dangerously hurt”. Wylly; p. 
99: Thackwell and his troops only arrived after the attack on Wollaton Hall had been repelled by the Yeomanry, meeting Major 
Rolleston “near Lenton”. 
188 Wylly; p. 99. See Fellows/Freeman; p. 54: The fight ended as “[…] one of the soldiers blew the lock [of the gate] to pieces with 
his pistol, thus enabling the Yeomanry and Hussars to enter the field. The mob promptly fled down the field, which was situated 
on the right side of the road leading down the hill to Chapel Bar and dispersed.” It is possible that this attack was an ambush of 
people attempting to liberate the prisoners. However judging by the evidence used various other explanations are possible. 
189 Wylly; p. 99: At least once stones were hurled at a different troop of soldiers outside the town, but the rioters “were quickly 
chased away and a prisoner taken in the act of throwing was lodged in the county gaol.” 
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again make head in any part of the town. […] the man wounded was […] a person who 
could be proved, were it necessary, to have thrown stones at the time.”190 

This version of events diverts from other accounts, which indicate that the injured did not 
attack the soldier. Thackwell also fails to mention that the Mercury and Journal both state that 
the shooter was one of his officers,191 a fact which he tried to cover up.192 The whole affair 
apparently also had the potential of generating much criticism because the person who was 
severely injured was a tailor named Thomas Aukland, a war veteran who had been wounded at 
Waterloo. Whether he survived is unknown; the Journal was pessimistic, the Mercury stated he 
had “hopes of recovery”. One aspect of Thackwell’s version of events was not disputed: 
Thackwell’s Hussars had demonstrated that from now on they were going to shoot to kill. Unlike 
in the skirmish at Chimley’s Close, where the paramilitary Yeomanry had discharged their pistols 
at rioters who were well covered behind a wall, allegedly only to “intimidate” them,193 at 
Bridlesmith Gate an officer of a trained regular army unit had fired into the unprotected crowd. 

“The knowledge of the man being shot, seems to have struck terror in the mob, for 
from that moment they felt convinced, that the military, whom they had been led to 
believe, would not offer them any injury, would be no longer trifled with, and that they 
would now act against them with energy.”194 

At 5pm, the mayor proclaimed a curfew. Heavy patrols were put in place and a few more 
scuffles occurred. By 7pm the “Market-place was as quiet as it generally is at midnight.”195 
Thackwell concluded his description of the riots by writing that the: 

“[…] last appearance of an assemblage of people was about 12 o’clock at night near the 
river, and those were dispersed by an officer’s party with a town magistrate at its 
head.”196 

“That was the end”,197 despite the verbal defiance shown by some in this crowd who shouted: 

“What’s the use of dispersing, we may as well die where we are as to go home and be 
starved.”198 

2.4. Wednesday and Thursday 

According to the Mercury many rioters went to sleep in the fields and by Wednesday morning 
they “were seen dragging their weary bodies listlessly along the different roads towards the 
villages.” That day the scenery in town was still dominated by patrols of special constables, 
Yeomanry and Hussars, but “Business was resumed. The market was held as usual”. On Thursday 
the “town was in perfect quietness.”199 

                                                 
190 Thackwell; p. 99. 
191 Journal; 15th October 1831; Mercury; 15th October 1831. See Appendix VIII. for these papers’ full accounts of that event. 
192 Ibid: The Mercury reported that the adjutant of the 15th Hussars came into their office and begged them not to write that it was 
an officer who had fired the shot. 
193 Journal; 15th October 1831; Wylly; p. 99. 
194 Journal; 15th October 1831. 
195 Mercury; 15th October 1831. However there were reports that some of rioters were still moving through town, allegedly armed 
not only with bludgeons, iron railings and stones, but “a few had pistols”. 
196 Wylly; p. 100. 
197 Welch (b); p. 9. 
198 Mercury; 15th October 1831. 
199 Ibid. 
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2.5. Riots in other parts of the country 

As the Nottingham riots started on Sunday, in Derby they were already in full swing. There, 
two people were fatally shot and three others wounded as the city and county gaols were 
attacked. At the former, 23 persons were liberated after rioters used a “cast-iron lamp post” as a 
battering ram; at the latter, gunfire repulsed the crowds.200 Also in Derby, rioters first targeted 
known reform opponents.201 However, the mobilisation of auxiliary forces ended the riots in 
Derby as they reinforced the few constables and the small detachment of military, which 
Thackwell had sent on Sunday. By Monday evening special constables, “consisting of the 
respectable inhabitants in great numbers” were patrolling the streets.202 

Although the unknown passenger in the mail coach arriving in Nottingham on Sunday 
morning was proclaiming an uprising in London had already begun, riots apparently did not start 
there before Monday. Large crowds gathered near Hyde Park and attacked the estates of the 
Duke of Wellington and various Bishops. Constables violently clashed with the crowds in and 
around Hyde Park, whilst the Marquis of Londonderry, on his way to the House of Lords, was 
surrounded by up to 4,000 people who sent a “shower of stones” against him. He was only saved 
by military intervention. The House of Commons had to be protected by police squads and a 
“general fight now ensued”. The police were assisted by “several respectable-looking men who 
used every endeavour to put the mob to the rout.” After dusk the heavy fighting continued as 
crowds attempted to storm two police stations. Wellington was apparently quite shaken by the 
events and wrote in a letter that a revolution could be imminent. He described the “lower orders 
of the people […] rotten to the core” and although not “bloodthirsty […] desirous of plunder” and 
willing to “annihilate all property” which would result in the starvation of the majority of them. 
Even though fighting in London was fierce, it was short lived. According to the Journal there 
were no riots but only a non-violent congregation on Wednesday, shouting slogans like “Down 
with the boroughmongers, down with the Duke of Wellington […]” and in windows placards were 
displayed stating “The King, liberty, and reform.”203 

The most serious Reform Riots took place in Bristol, almost two weeks after the events in 
Nottingham. They were triggered on 29th October by the arrival of one of the most outspoken 
opponents to the Reform Bill in the Commons, a Sir Charles Wetherall, Recorder of Bristol. His 
carriage was attacked but he managed to retreat to a mansion house in Queen’s Square. 
Constables trying to attack the crowds were surrounded, disarmed and beaten. The military 
engaged the crowd as the mansion was about to be stormed and set on fire, Wetherall already 
having escaped over the rooftops. Cavalry charged and killed one person, dispersing the rioters 
for the night. Next morning the primary targets were Mayor Pinney and the military itself, 
especially the “hated” Light Dragoons, who were “chased” through town, not without them killing 
several people. In the evening, the Mansion House, the Excise Office, the Customs House and 
some other houses around Queen’s Square were looted and burned. Two gaols were stormed and 
prisoners liberated, the city’s gallows thrown into a ditch, tollbooths and the Bishop’s Palace 
burned. During the fighting the police used extreme brutality leading to an incident when 
military tried to restrain the police by threatening to ride them down. However it was the military 
that ended the riots on Monday with brutal cavalry charges which left hundreds injured or dead. 
The death toll is unclear but according to Hernon even the government acknowledged the figure 
to be 100 whilst other sources claimed it to be as high as 500 persons. Around 100 houses owned 
by “grandees” were destroyed. A Colonel Brereton was put on trial as he had hesitated for days to 
order attacks such as the one which ended the riots in a bloodbath. He shot himself during the 

                                                 
200 Hernon; p. 59; Journal 15th October 1831. 
201 Ibid: The shop of a Mr. Bemrose was demolished in which the Derby anti-reform had been displayed to be signed. 
202 Ibid. 
203 Hernon; pp. 60-1; Journal 15th October 1831. 
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hearing. Five persons were sentenced to death, four executed, a further 88 rioters were 
transported or imprisoned. During the fighting crowds in other towns, e.g. Bath, engaged in 
active solidarity with the rioters as a crowd tried to stop Yeomanry from marching towards 
Bristol.204 

Further fierce fighting occurred in Worcester, less serious riots in e.g. Leicester, Tiverton, 
Darlington, Yeovil, Blandford, Sherbone and Exeter.205 

                                                 
204 Hernon; pp. 61-8. 
205 Ibid; p. 59: At Darlington a Lord Tankerville, who had voted against the Reform Bill in the Lords was ambushed in his carriage 
at Darlington: “A double line of men ranged along the main street hurled paving stones, glass bottles and other missiles which 
they had earlier gathered into small piles. His Lordship and other noble occupants of the carriage escaped serious injury, but they 
were badly shaken.” 
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3. The aftermath 

In the immediate aftermath of the riots Nottingham was described to have been “in a feverish 
state”. Newcastle arrived at his mansion in Clumber on Thursday 13th October, still expecting an 
attack by “these rascals” who had already shown such “diabolical villainy”. By then Clumber had 
been stripped bare of all valuables and heavily fortified.206 The next morning, four days after his 
castle had been burnt, Newcastle had found his confidence again.207 

But for months to come the “whole country is assuredly in a tremendous & fearful state”. The 
Mayor of Nottingham begged Newcastle not to come near the town and the Duke agreed as he 
was sure to be “infallibly murdered” if he should do so. During the winter of 1831-2 the fear that 
Britain was “on the Eve of a bloody revolution” was fuelled by rumours about people having 
armed themselves or trying to procure weapons,208 even though in reality at least in 
Nottinghamshire there were only a few stack-fires.209 

To Newcastle, the determined class warrior, the prospect of revolution was not as dreadful as 
for many others in the middle and ruling classes and he was: 

“[…] rejoiced that at last they see the necessity of making a Stand & to risk any thing 
Sooner than yield to the dictation of the Mob – The Spirit is now fast appearing in 
other parts of the Country – If it should become general, the revolutionists & 
anarchists will not long be able to make head against it”.210 

His determination was never put to the test as revolution never came.211 

3.1. Praise for the soldiers, the scaffold for the rioters 

Thackwell, his Hussars and the Yeomanry were highly praised by superior officers and the 
town’s authorities for their conduct “by which the late most formidable tumults were effectually 
suppressed and the public peace preserved without the loss of a single life and almost no 
bloodshed.”212 

“The zeal, gallantry, and good temper with which they so promptly dispersed the 
rioters, and the patience with which they endured the fatigues of an arduous and 
harassing service, have obtained the unqualified approbation of Colonel Thackwell, of 
the King’s Hussars, and the gratitude of the town and neighbourhood of 
Nottingham.”213 

The praise of the repressors was repeated in the local newspapers, the Review giving the 
“greatest praise” to the 15th Hussars: 
                                                 
206 Gaunt; pp. 84-5: Newcastle was confident to be able to repel “20,000 men” as “the preparations are indeed formidable” with 
70 Yeomanry cavalry and a further 200 heavily armed men at the house which was “filled with men in all the rooms, with 
cannons, of which I have 10 3 pounders & 14 little ship guns & fire arms muskets & pistols & sabres planted in their proper 
positions & in all the windows”. 
207 Ibid; p. 85: Newcastle reduced the number of armed men on the premises, no longer admitting any “of them into the house”. 
He returned to his favourite method of passing time, decorating Clumber which he found to be “Scarcely habitable […] full of litter 
& dirt”. He was full of confidence that he and his family “shall soon be all together & comfortable again” as he “heard of no fresh 
aggressions”. 
208 Gaunt; p. 87-8; Thomis (a); pp. 231-2; Wylly; pp. 103-4: Such rumours circulated throughout the winter 1831-2. There were 
also mutterings about plans to attack Thackwell’s Hussars or liberate the prisoners. A troop of artillery and further 150 soldiers 
were stationed in Nottingham. See Thomis/Preston/Wigley; p. 99: In December Major General Sir H. Bouverie issued the Mayor 
of Nottingham with 100 muskets, 2,000 rounds of shot and the Board of Ordnance issued bankers Samuel Smith and Co. with a 
supply of hand grenades. 
209 Ibid; pp. 92-3. 
210 Gaunt; p. 89. 
211 Wright; pp. 47-8. 
212 Fellows/Freeman; pp. 56-7; Wylly; pp. 100-3. 
213 DD2069/1. 
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“[…] for the temper with which they have conducted themselves during this most 
trying period; constantly on duty for three nights and two days, they have uniformly 
behaved with firmness and moderation; and even when excellingly provoked, did not 
allow themselves to be irritated. We must also withhold the tribute of just approval 
from the police of the town, and the respectable inhabitants who have joined in 
guarding the property of themselves and neighbours.”214 

Hand in hand with the practice of handing out honours went the persecution of true or alleged 
rioters.215 It was later said that it had to be demonstrated: 

“[…] that the law can never be violated with impunity by the few or the many - by the 
midnight assassin […] - or by the overwhelming thousands who hope to escape on 
account of their numbers, or a dense crowd."216  

Knowing that the prosecutions would be unpopular, it was tried to depict the actions of the 
rioters, like the destruction of Nottingham Castle or Lowe’s mill, as a danger to all classes: 

"I need not […] to enter into the subject of the necessity of such crimes being checked, 
as they strike at the security of property, whether of the rich or the poor; and as they 
lay open to attack the cottage of the mechanic as well as the mansion of the rich; for if 
a lawless mob can with impunity thus destroy property, it is only necessary for a little 
mistake or delusion to occur, to render any place the object of destruction.”217 

Some of the prisoners seized during the riots were speedily put on trial, such as a person who 
had thrown stones at a troop of Yeomanry when they returned into town after the fight near 
Wollaton Hall. On Monday 17th October he was found guilty and sentenced to one year in 
prison.218 

In the three months leading up to the main trials the local magistrates were trying to “keep 
excitement down” by using “clandestine” investigations, which basically meant secretly arranged 
arrests and repeated attempts to thwart the accused from making adequate preparations for their 
defence.219 

In January 1832 the imprisoned were to be put on trial before a Commission of the Special 
Assize under a Sir Joseph Littledale and a Sir Stephen Gaselee. 220 On 4th January 1832 the 
Special Assize opened Shire Hall, the ceremony being lengthily covered by local newspapers: 

“Every precaution had been taken, as well to preserve the public peace, as to prevent 
any insult being offered to the bearers of his Majesty’s Commission, and a large body 
of special constables […] lined the way from the entrance into the town to the Hall […]. 
Detachments of military on horse and foot, were also stationed in such directions, that 

                                                 
214 Review; 14th October 1831. Comparatively with e.g. the massacre in Bristol the military did act with restraint. However this 
behaviour began to change from Tuesday morning when they were in a position to confront the crowds more efficiently after 
Yeomanry and special constables had been mobilised. An event like the shooting of Thomas Aukland may have been very 
dangerous for the few dozen Hussars on Sunday or Monday. 
215 See Hicklin; p. 173: The Secretary of State issued a proclamation on the 18th October 1831 regarding the destruction of the 
castle, promising a pardon and a reward of £500 to anyone except the “person who actually set fire to the said property” who 
“shall discover his accomplice or accomplices therein, so that he, she, or they may be apprehended and convicted thereof.” See 
Journal; 21st January 1832: Newcastle himself never offered a reward. 
216 Ibid. 
217 Ibid. 
218 Fellows/Freeman; pp. 57-8: The person’s trial was held at the County Quarter Sessions. He was found guilty of “assembling 
with divers other persons unknown, in the parish of Radford, […] and then and there committing a breach of the peace by 
throwing stones at the Yeomanry Cavalry.” Aside his prison sentence “at the expiration of that time [he had] to enter into his own 
recognizances of £30 and two sureties of £10 each to keep the peace for twelve months, in default of finding securities to six 
months further imprisonment.” 
219 Thomis (a); p. 233. Journal; 15th October 1831: According to the Journal, in the first days after the riots “Apprehensions of 
suspected characters are almost hourly taking place.” 
220 Hicklin; p. 169. 
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a strong force could have been brought to action if such had been necessary, at any 
given point, in the course of a few minutes. All, however, we are happy to say, passed 
off quietly.”221 

The Special Assize primarily occupied itself with four events, the: 

“[…] burning of Colwick Hall, and the demolition of property there; the second is, the 
burning of Nottingham Castle; the third, the burning of Beeston Mill, and the 
destruction of property there; and the fourth is the riots at Wollaton.”222 

The main charges of burning property and rioting were punishable by death. During the 
following nine days 23 persons were “put on the bar” for their alleged actions during the Reform 
Riots. Various others were tried for unrelated offences like theft and sexual violence.223 At least 17 
others were apparently acquitted without their cases being dealt with in detail; most of these had 
been charged for the riot in Wollaton.224 

Trials regarding the burning of Lowe’s mill225 began on the third day of the Special Assize. The 
indicted was George Beck, a 20-year-old from Wollaton.226 Beck was systematically constructed 
to have been a ringleader, commanding the crowd like a general his troops, whilst carrying a “tri-
coloured flag”, or according to Thomas Ledger, the Radford constable who nicked Beck, “a stick 
with some tri-coloured ribands on it””.227 The alleged military precision of the crowd who “went 
in ranks” was apparently interpreted as an aggravating factor against Beck.228 Furthermore the 
crowd’s alleged brutality was referred to repeatedly as rioters were said to have looked for “old 
Lowe” shouting “Where is he? Where is he? We will cut him to pieces and frizzle him.” Beck was 
found guilty.229 

Over the next days, trials continued with a number of witnesses being questioned, among 
them discharged prisoners, constables, Yeomanry troopers and prominent targets of rioters like 
the son of John Musters of Colwick Hall. Five more people, George Hearson, John Armstrong, 
Thomas Shelton, David Thurman and William Kitchen were declared guilty for their alleged 
involvement in the destruction of Lowe’s mill. For their alleged actions at Colwick Hall the jury 
found Charles Berkins, Valentine Marshall and Thomas Whitaker to be guilty. Various others 
were acquitted, on the sixth day of the procedures five persons at once, a verdict which was 
"received with loud cheers in the Hall."230 

                                                 
221 Journal; 7th January 1832. 
222 Ibid. See Appendix IX. for a summary of the Special Assize’s proceedings. 
223 DDFSI/134; Journal; 7th January 1832; NeC 5052. For a (probably incomplete) list of those imprisoned for alleged actions 
during the Reform Riots see Appendix II. See Journal; 7th; 14th; 21st January 1832: The Journal gives details of the trials against 
three persons, George Forman, Richard Bramston and Thomas Grundy [last name partly illegible] who are not entailed in the 
document DDFSI/134. See NeC5052: G. Forman and R. Bramston had been discharged “on Recognizance to appear when called 
on” and were therefore not on the “Calendar of Prisoners” even though they were put on trial. 
224 DDFSI/134: Six persons who were listed in the “Calendar of Prisoners” and charged with offences connected to the Reform 
Riots appear to have been acquitted without detailed trial: Aaron Booth, Elizabeth Hunt, Samuel Binks, Thomas Carlin the elder, 
Thomas Carlin the younger and William Green. See Journal; 14th January 1832: Furthermore, the “Grand Jury ignored the bill 
against James Bartle, W[illia]m. Scottoms, James Lowther, Samuel Horsley, W[illia]m. Butler Elliott, David Potts, John Allen, W. 
Armitage, Felix Testot, Thomas Allen, and Joseph Hind, who had all been out on bail, for the riot at Wollaton.” 
225 Ibid; 7th; 14th; 21st January 1832: The Special Assize spend two days with trials against those charged having attacked Lowe’s 
mill, two days with the wrecking of Colwick Hall and on one day with the destruction of Nottingham Castle and the repelled attack 
on Wollaton Hall. 
226 DD763/8. 
227 Journal; 14th January 1832: “When the mob got to Beeston, the prisoner headed them, and on getting to the mill, he said ‘Halt, 
front, this is the place; fall round and do your duty.’” 
228 Ibid: According to the testimony of witness William Turton the people in the crowd did act methodically and communicated 
with each other, e.g. to stop stones being thrown at the building whilst rioters were still inside it. Allegedly some in the crowd 
discharged pistols. 
229 Ibid. 
230 Journal; 7th; 14th; 21st January 1832: Some were only acquitted under certain conditions, like three persons who were charged 
for the riots in Wollaton: “The prisoners then entered into recognizances of £50 each, to keep the peace for two years; and after 
being admonished, were discharged.” 
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Friday the 13th saw the trials against Joseph Shaw and Robert Cutts, both indicted for 
“riotously and tumultuously assembling with others […] and unlawfully and maliciously setting 
fire to Nottingham Castle, the property of the Duke of Newcastle.” Shaw was almost immediately 
acquitted. The case against Cutts was based on him having returned home with a “dirty face” 
whilst the Castle burned, and his alleged boasting to have lit “three of six fires” there. Faced with 
the question whether these “declarations were confessions of guilt, or […] idle boast” even the 
prosecutor recommended to acquit the accused. The Jury agreed and Cutts was released after 
Littledale told him that “if the habits of your past life have been wicked, I exhort you immediately 
to amend them.” Cutts’ acquittal meant that no one was convicted for the destruction of the 
castle.231 

Some of the statements given during the trials are noteworthy as they are the only accounts of 
the rioters themselves, or, to be precise, of persons charged with rioting. However, as the indicted 
were facing capital punishment it is not surprising that they did not provide their prosecutors 
with ammunition by commenting on their actions and motivations, but rather provided 
statements like “the mob laid hold of my arm, and linked me in”.232 

The prosecution was using witnesses who had been indicted themselves but were discharged. 
Aaron Booth, a 19-year-old from Carlton who had himself been “confined in prison on charge of 
riot”, testified against other accused after his acquittal.233 Other witnesses such as Charles Slater 
gave evidence for economic reasons. Slater, a 15- or 16-year-old farm worker who was frequently 
without work and income, testified against a number of persons, including Beck, Hearson and 
Armstrong. He had been called an “accomplice” of the Reform Rioters and claimed to have 
witnessed the attack on Lowe’s mill, but was apparently not arrested but came forward after he 
had seen “some of the bills offering a reward.” […] My father took me before the Magistrates.”234 

Out of the 23 persons against whom the Special Assize made detailed cases for Reform Riot 
related offences, some of whom were tried twice for different charges, 14 were acquitted.235 

Of the nine persons who had been found guilty, four, David Thurman, William Kitchen, 
Valentine Marshall and Thomas Whitaker were “recommended to King's mercy”. Even though 
the used sources indicate this only indirectly, all of those will have been transported: 

“His Lordship […] said […] they must not expect that they would have a small 
punishment. There is no doubt his Majesty will suffer them to remain in this country; 
they must therefore, prepare to leave it, and when they get into a foreign land, they 
will not have similar comforts to those they have here, but they will have a life of 
suffering and of privation.”236 

George Beck, whom the jury had recommended “to mercy, on the ground of his previous good 
character”, was denied this by the judge who justified his decision by highlighting Beck’s 
allegedly prominent role in the attack on Lowe’s mill. Cynically he finished by stating: “I am sorry 
it is not in our power to recommend you, George Beck, for mercy.”237 

                                                 
231 Hicklin; pp. 169-77: “It was generally understood, indeed it was a well-ascertained fact, that although no conviction for burning 
the Castle took place, several of the prisoners, who were found guilty of other acts of incendiarism, perpetrated during the riots, 
had also been concerned in the outrage at the Castle, though no indictment for that offence was preferred against them.” 
232 Journal; 7th; 14th; 21st January 1832: A version of events which was frequently given by the indicted was that they went to see 
the ruins of the castle on Tuesday morning, where they were sent away by soldiers and found their way into the Market Place. 
From there they then set off towards Beeston, observed various actions of crowds there before being arrested, mostly by 
Yeomanry troopers. 
233 Ibid; 14th January 1832: Without further evidence the claim that Booth, a very young person charged with a capital offence 
might have been pressurised to agree to a deal where he was discharged on condition of giving evidence against others, is nothing 
but speculation but is anything but impossible. 
234 Ibid; 14th January 1832. 
235 Ibid; 7th; 14th; 21st January 1832. 
236 Ibid; 21st January 1832. 
237 Ibid; 14th; 21st January 1832. 
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A petition was drafted to the Commons stating that the prisoners had insufficient 
opportunities to prepare their defence and magistrates had been resorting to threats and 
privations to force confessions. Eventually it was signed by 17,000 people. A similar petition to 
the king was signed by 25,000 people.238 The relatives of the “condemned men at Nottingham” 
even approached Newcastle two days after the end of the Special Assize, on Sunday the 15th 
January, begging him to sign the petition. He refused but noted in his diary that not the “poor 
devils” but rather his political opponents in the Commons “ought to suffer punishments” as the 
former were “Set on by” the latter.239 

On the Saturday before the executions were scheduled all of the convicted but Shelton, 
desperate after the petition seemed to have been in vain, attempted an escape, which was averted 
and resulted in them being put “into double irons”. The following day: 

“[…] the official order for their execution was received; and on Monday, their friends 
were admitted to take their last leave of them; the scene was peenliarly distressing, 
inasmuch as there was a large iron gate between the prisoners and their friends, - nor 
were the agonized parents permitted so much as to shake hands with their unfortunate 
children!”240 

Thomas Shelton and Charles Berkins were lucky as one day before the scheduled execution “a 
respite during His Majesty’s pleasure arrived”, leaving them rejoicing and the others in 
despair.241 On Wednesday, 1st February 1832: 

“[…] the die [was] cast! And nought remains for us but to lament their fate. […] At an 
early hour this morning, the passage along the High-pavement was stopped by a 
numerous body of constables; the 15th Hussars, and the Queen’s Bays, together with 
the 18th Foot, were also there to support the civil power, so formidable a force was 
never before assembled in Nottingham. At 20 minutes to twelve, the unhappy men 
were brought out, Beck being first, Hearson jumped on the scaffold, and pulling off his 
cap, swung it round by the tassel, afterwards he swung his neckerchief round the same 
way, and many people called out ‘Murder.’ They were soon tied, the scaffold fell, and 
their earthly sufferings were terminated.”242 

3.2. Newcastle’s compensation 

The trials of alleged rioters were not the only legal aftermath of the Reform Riots. Newcastle 
blamed the town’s officials for the destruction of his castle and the attack on Colwick: 

“It is perfectly clear that the Magistrates & authorities took not the slightest pains to 
prevent the infamous outrages at Colwick & Nott[ingha]m Castle, […] the slackness in 
the performance of their duty on all occasions […] has been signally remarkable, they 
shall hear more of this.”243 

                                                 
238 Bryson; p. 96; Thomis (a); pp. 233-4; Welch (b); p. 10. 
239 Gaunt; p. 93.  
240 DD763/8. 
241 Ibid: Shelton’s and Berkins’ “feelings of gratitude and thankfulness cannot be described. They were immediately removed from 
their unhappy companions, who now saw their doom was fixed; the last ray of hope was shut out.” It had been widely hoped that 
all executions could be prevented, so by the authors of a pamphlet which was sold after the hangings: “Never, never can we be the 
apologists for arson and plunder, but we had fondly hoped that the Ministers of the Crown would have supposed that the justice 
of the ease would have been amply met, by sending the guilty parties to another country, without inflicting upon them the 
punishment of death […].” 
242 Ibid. 
243 Gaunt; p. 86. 
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He wanted an inquiry as he hoped “that a public example will be made of those who have been 
Either criminally negligent, or nefariously collusive.”244 As Newcastle had been in London during 
the riots and had to avoid Nottingham in their immediate aftermath, he had to rely on second-
hand information. His suspicions seemed to be confirmed by a letter sent to him on October 19th, 
in which the allegations were made that the soldiers neglected their duties as they would have 
easily been able to defend Colwick Hall, Nottingham Castle and Lowe’s mill and that the mayor 
had at the very least made a fatal error by calling the meeting in the Market Place on Monday 
morning. The letter’s claim that both Colwick Hall and the castle had a guard of 20 soldiers each 
at the time of their destruction contradicts every other used source and can therefore be 
dismissed with ample surety. The statement that the attack on Lowe’s mill could probably have 
been thwarted by the soldiers stationed to guard Wollaton is not as weak, but will not be 
discussed further as the used sources do not provide enough information regarding the activities 
of the Yeomanry at Wollaton before they attacked the crowd forcing in the gates.245 

The question of why the magistrates and Thackwell did not send troops to defend the castle 
even though it was such an obvious target for attack has been brought forward by various 
authors. Bryson speculates whether the Whig magistrates of Nottingham either took the welcome 
opportunity to “revenge themselves” on the Duke or whether they were simply not bothered with 
the castle as it was technically not within the town’s boundaries.246 The authors of the History of 
the South Nottinghamshire Yeomanry… are convinced that the “Whig Magistrates and their 
friends […] persisted in […] inefficient courses. The rain that night did more for the protection of 
Nottingham than did the municipal authorities.” They state that troops would have been 
available as already on this day there was a troop of Yeomanry in arms at Wollaton,247 and 
according to Hicklin “[…] the smallest band of soldiers might have saved the castle!”248 

Thackwell, although he himself admitted that the rain did more to prevent further direct 
action on Monday night than his soldiers, states that he did not command a sufficient force to 
suppress the riots before Tuesday. He wrote in his carefully crafted letter to Newcastle, aware of 
the latter’s fury, that “the Major and the magistrates exerted themselves to preserve the peace of 
the town, and afford assistance as far as their means would permit.”249 

The argument that the Whig magistrates of Nottingham did not care about the castle because 
it was extraterritorial and the town therefore would not have been forced to pay compensation in 
case of its destruction may well have been a factor in their decision making process, but does not 
seem to be sufficient to explain it. Thackwell’s words “as far as […] means would permit” appear 
to be the decisive clue. His and the magistrates’ decision how to use their troops seems to have 
been, from their point of view, reasonable. The weak military forces in the town, 75 in total, 
reinforced only by a few constables, were already overstretched and Thackwell and the 
magistrates had to prioritise where they did send their troops. It was up to them to defend the 
social hierarchies and they decided to send soldiers to the prison and the town and county gaols, 
i.e. to defend institutions which did not only have a symbolic function, but also very practically 
created class discipline by repression. Furthermore they chose to guard the gasworks,250 a vital 

                                                 
244 Gaunt; pp. 86-7: Within days he lost interest in an enquiry and wrote that it would be a “dead letter in the hands of the 
magistrates themselves who of course will do nothing – It would be a mere mockery of enquiry”. 
245 NeC 5026. 
246 Bryson; p. 96. 
247 Fellows/Freeman; pp. 55-6. 
248 Hicklin; p. 165: “Application for military assistance had been made to the Magistrates at the Police-office, which is a few 
hundred yards distant from the Castle Lodge, on the first onset of the assailants; but owing, as it was alleged, to the fears of the 
authorities respecting the populous parts of the town, and a disinclination to separate the troop on duty near the Exchange, no 
means of prevention were taken […]”. 
249 Wylly; p. 98. See Thomis/Preston/Wigley; p. 90: Stating this was vital for Thackwell to justify his own actions as he never 
deployed his troops without explicit Magistrate authority. See Journal; 14th January 1831: This was indirectly criticized during the 
proceedings of the Special Assize. Judge Gaselee stated that private citizens and the military do not need to "wait the order of a 
Magistrate […] before they act”. 
250 Thomis/Preston/Wigley; p. 91; Wylly; pp. 97-8. 
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part of the town’s infrastructure and, as such an integral part of the process to accumulate 
capital. Finally it also made sense for Thackwell and the town’s officials to keep the Yeomanry at 
Wollaton stationed there. Colwick Hall had already been seized, demonstrating the readiness of 
rioters to go the extra mile for a tempting target. Wollaton Hall was, like Colwick, an inhabited 
residence of a member of the ruling classes, full of valuables, whereas the castle was little more 
than an abandoned shell. Apparently Thackwell and the magistrates prioritised the wider 
interests of the middle and the ruling classes, i.e. defending instruments of power and repression, 
infrastructure and as much private property as possible, over the particular interests of one 
member of the ruling classes, i.e. the Duke of Newcastle. That Newcastle was despised by a large 
majority, not only within the working but also the middle and ruling classes, surely did not make 
their decision any harder. 

Newcastle assessed the situation differently and tried to charge the local magistrates with 
dereliction of duty. They got back at him by ensuring that he did not get a seat on the Special 
Assize and as he complained to the king – who ignored him – town officials retaliated with an 
unsuccessful attempt to remove him as Lord Lieutenant of the county.251 

The other relevant claim by the unknown author of the letter to Newcastle, that the mayor at 
least greatly contributed to the outbreak of the serious rioting on Monday and Tuesday by calling 
the meeting on Market Place,252 was frequently articulated, e.g. in the introduction speeches at 
the Special Assize: 

“It appears that […] a public meeting was held connected to the question of 
Parliamentary reform; but it does not appear that that meeting led to what afterwards 
followed. Though, when a multitude of persons assemble together for any particular 
purpose, it frequently happens, that misguided men will take the opportunity of 
committing acts totally foreign to the objects for which the meeting was convened, and 
resort to grievous outrages upon those who may differ with them in opinion, either 
with a view to revenge their private malice, or to gratify their evil desires for rapine 
and plunder.”253 

This claim also played a substantial role during a hearing which began in August 1832 at the 
Special Assizes in Leicester. This hearing had to decide the outcome of the compensation claim 
by the “Duke of Newcastle v. the Inhabitants of the Hundreds of Broxtowe”.254 Newcastle’s 
lawyers argued and legally proved that the Castle was situated in the hundred of Broxtowe in the 
county of Nottinghamshire255, making not the inhabitants of the town of Nottingham but those of 
the hundred of Broxtowe liable to pay compensation.256 

Newcastle’s lawyers did their utmost to blame the town’s officials for the riots, as at the public 
meeting “advantage was taken of that assemblage, and of the excitement in the minds of the 

                                                 
251 Bryson p96; Gaunt; pp. xlii/90/93: An offended Duke wrote in his diaries “Strange to say my name is not mentioned in the 
Commission – I have never yet seen a Commission in which the name of the L[or]d L[ieutenan]t of the County is not inserted 
amongst the first as a matter of course”. Regarding the attempt to remove him from office he wrote: “The Fact is that they wanted 
to drive me out of the office & Knowing that I am not a cringer they Expected that I Should at once resign on receiving Such an 
insult – I would willingly do so, did I not fear the mischief that might be done by my Successor in the Office –“. See Welch (b); p. 
2: Eventually Newcastle’s “reluctance to move with the times” did lose him the office of Lord Lieutenant in 1839. 
252 NeC 5026: The letter strongly implied that the escalation was provoked deliberately by the major. The phrase “England expects 
every man to do his duty” that had been used in the public announcement for the meeting was allegedly used “in the meaning of 
the great Admiral [Nelson] who first used it [at Trafalgar]”, calling to “Burn, Sink, and Destroy, all who oppose you.” 
253 Journal; 7th January 1831. See ibid; 15th October 1831: The Journal was highly critical of the decision to hold a meeting and 
speculated that the town’s officials “perhaps” relied too much on the ability of the speakers to “control” the crowds and “ease” 
their emotions and therefore failed to realise that “mischief was intended”. 
254 Hicklin; pp. 1-5 (appendix): John Musters of Colwick Hall also claimed compensation, the case was tried at the Lent Assizes in 
1832, but the result of this was not referred to in any of the used sources. 
255 Ibid; p. 10 (appendix): As were Brewhouse Yard and Standard Hill. 
256 Ibid; pp. 2/42 (appendix): According to an Act of Parliament in “any place where a building shall be pulled down, damaged, or 
destroyed, the inhabitants of the hundred in which the destruction shall be committed, shall be liable to yield the full 
compensation to the owner thereof.” 
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lower orders of people”. To call such a meeting, “likely to have increased the disorder”, was 
referred to as a mistaken remedy, such as a “drunkard does, who when intoxicated, takes another 
glass of brandy to sober himself.”257 One of Newcastle’s lawyers explained that: 

“[…] in my humble opinion nothing was more dangerous and absurd than to invite 
twenty thousand men together at such a period. They can’t deliberate under such 
circumstances; they can only move upon their passions; and if they were all 
philosophers, instead of being men without education, and if they were all as wise as 
Sir Isaac Newton himself, they could no more form just opinions than so many 
children taken from their cradles.”258 

In this logic the town’s officials were responsible for the direct action as for the “uncontrolled 
mob, who are always subject to the worst passions” rioting was described as the “natural” 
reaction: 

“[…] for such is the nature of man, which no dictation will alter – it was natural, he 
would say, when vast numbers of men were thus assembled together, that they should 
be subject to an ebullition of violent passion, and be hurried on to do wrong and 
violence.”259 

After these attacks on the Duke’s political enemies, Newcastle’s lawyers “called […] for full 
compensation, […] which means the sum of money as will restore this Castle to its original 
strength, form and substance.” They demanded £30,000 as a “lowest sum” as the castle had 
always been “in good repair”.260 On the second day of the hearing the jury reached the verdict to 
grant Newcastle £21,000,261 a result that seriously displeased him.262 

3.3. The Third Reform Bill 

The debate about parliamentary reform did not end with the rejection of the Second Reform 
Bill. Reformists now demanded the appointment of further Peers by the king to change the 
balance of power within the House of Lords: 

“Something must be done, and that speedily too, or distrust will soon breed anarchy, 
confusion and bloodshed. A majority of forty-one ought not to be allowed to stand in 
the way of the people’s claims. The only alternative a counterpoise by a fresh creation 
of Peers […].”263 

A new draft of the Reform Bill passed the Commons but Grey’s government collapsed when 
the king did not intervene after the Lords threatened to reject it again. But as Wellington failed to 
install a Tory government, Grey forced the king to threaten the Lords with the appointment of 
new Whig Peers. Faced with this prospect, the passing of the so called “Great Reform Act” was 
ensured by the abstention of the majority of the bill’s opponents in the Lords.264 In consequence 
56 “rotten boroughs” were disenfranchised, a further 30 lost one MP each. These seats were 

                                                 
257 Ibid; pp. 6/17-8 (appendix). 
258 Ibid; p. 97 (appendix). 
259 Ibid; p. 7 (appendix). 
260 Ibid; pp. 15-6 (appendix). See Gaunt; pp. 172/174: In April 1824 Newcastle wrote that when he inspected the Castle he “found 
it in very bad repair – the Joints open, the balustrades […] fallen down, the flag pavements broken up & all in a very dilapidated 
state”. In August of the same year repairs had begun. Their extent was not referred to in any of the used sources. 
261 Hicklin; p. 103 (appendix). 
262 Gaunt; pp. 94-5: “10th August 1832: My cause for damages from the Hundred […] was decided yesterday […]. The verdict of the 
Jury, £21,000 damages – This amount I nothing Equal to what I expected = The lowest I expected was 25 – or thought perhaps 
30 000 might be obtained – not that 60,000 would rebuild & reinstate the Castle – The Cost to the County for the law expenses 
[sic] will be £2000 & they tell me not less to me – I am glad that the business is over.” 
263 Mercury; 15th October 1831. 
264 Dinwiddy; p. 46; Hernon; pp. 68-9. 
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mainly redistributed to industrial areas including Birmingham, Manchester, Leeds, Sheffield, 
new London metropolitan districts and parts of Scotland. However huge differences in 
constituency sizes remained. Three quarters of the borough constituencies had fewer than 1,000 
voters, a further 35 fewer than 300, whereas Liverpool had 11,000. With the disappearance of 
some of the “rotten boroughs”, landed magnates like Newcastle did lose influence; however the 
Duke retained power in both Houses as he kept sponsoring candidates in constituencies like 
Newark. Altogether there were at least 70 constituencies still controlled by individual patrons. As 
voting was still done in public, it was still easy to monitor and sanction. Corruption flourished 
after 1832 just like it did before. Hernon’s claim “the Great Reform Act became law, but […] did 
not alter very much” is further supported by looking at the size of the electorate in most parts of 
Britain. After the Reform Bill in counties the franchise was held by male 40/- freeholders, £10 
long lease-holders and £50 short leaseholders; in the boroughs all male £10 householders were 
eligible to vote, whilst those who held a borough before 1832 vote retained it, as long as they lived 
where they were part of the electorate. By these restrictions all women and “the poor” were “well 
and truly excluded”, only one in seven adult males had the right to vote.265 On the overall size of 
the electorate in Nottingham the reform had little impact. Thomis estimated that about 1,000-
1,500 burgesses were disenfranchised, mostly those who were honorary but non residential. They 
were replaced by about 1,200 - 1,500 new voters who fulfilled the £10 householder criterion but 
had not been part of the electorate before 1832.266 

“Overall [the Whigs] gave a certain amount away, including a considerable number of 
Tory pocket boroughs; but there was no large-scale transfer of power from one class to 
another. The landed interest retained, and in some ways strengthened, its hold over 
the greater part of the electoral system, and the share of power allotted to middle-class 
interests was no more than a subordinate one.”267 

Despite its very moderate content there were bonfires and celebrations in Nottingham as the 
Reform Bill was passed.268 However, the mood quickly changed as it became clear that 
parliamentary reform was not going to have any impact on the plight of the majority of the 
population. Whatever hopes had been held and expressed, they apparently quickly disappeared. 
Among the policies of the reformed parliament, was the Poor Law of 1834, by which eventually all 
forms of relief payments were abolished, leaving the poorest with no other option aside from 
illegalised expropriation or starvation than to enter a workhouse.269 In June 1842 Newcastle 
noted a conversation with an unemployed stockinger: 

“He supposed that the object was to drive the people into a revolution, that both 
parties were alike & that between them the […] intention was to crush the poor man = 
His last wages were 15s a week, out of which he had to pay 9s a week for frame rent, 2s 
for house rent & 8p ½ for needles leaving him the remainder to live upon – he said it 
was worse than nothing […] because then he must go to the Bastille [the 
workhouse].”270 

                                                 
265 Dinwiddy; pp. 47-8/68; Hernon; pp. 68-9; Welch (a); p. 1; Welch (b); p. 4/12. 
266 Thomis (a); p. 235-6. Referring to methodological problems in calculating the size of the electorate Thomis states that “neither 
before nor after the Act could anyone state with conviction the exact number of voters.” Before 1832 the number fluctuated as 
many were disfranchised temporarily whilst in receipt of parish aid. After 1832 the “retention of the burgess vote, now 
supplemented by that of the ‘10 householder’, meant that Nottingham continued to have a very broadly-based franchise, which 
was to help make possible the election of Feargus O’Connor in 1847.” 
267 Dinwiddy; p. 55. 
268 Bryson; p. 96; Gray; p. 34. 
269 Pinchbeck; pp. 84-6. 
270 Gaunt; p. 132. 
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Not only among the working classes but also among some of those who were supposed to gain 
political influence from it, the Reform Bill became anything but popular. Newcastle’s diaries also 
provided a snapshot of this as he wrote on the 17th September 1832: 

“[…] a complete reaction has taken place at Nottingham – […] the bulk of the 
tradesmen […] now perceive that by the late Reform Bill they have lost Much & gained 
nothing – They are now greatly incensed against the authors of the deceit & […] They 
Say now that nothing but revolution can Set them right”.271 

                                                 
271 Ibid; p. 96. 
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4. Looking at and glimpsing into the crowds 

4.1. Dreading the crowds 

A “misguided mob”272, “rascals”273, an “infuriated rabble”274: labels such as these were used by 
many contemporaries to depict the Reform Rioters. Modern accounts of the Reform Riots still 
show contempt for the “hooligans”275 or the “crowd of Goose Fair rowdies”276. 

An insight into the depiction of the rioters by their contemporaries can be gained by studying 
the rather crude work The Crowd by Gustave Le Bon, who attempted to develop a scientific 
concept of crowd psychology. The French psychologist and sociologist, whose entire work is 
based on racism and sexism,277 was writing at the turn of the nineteenth century. His work is the 
outcome of a century of anxious post 1789 discourse about the nature and the role of crowds in 
societies which were undergoing constant socioeconomic turmoil. Le Bon’s book can be seen as 
the embodiment of the fear of what became the industrial proletariat. It systematically outlines 
arguments that can be traced throughout the discourses of the nineteenth century, i.e. also in the 
descriptions of the rioters in Nottingham. 

Le Bon was obsessed with the forthcoming end of civilisation, brought about by crowds.278 He 
does not explicitly describe his concept of civilisation, he only provides a detailed picture of its 
negation. However this indicates that Le Bon equates a civilised person with the figure of the self-
sufficient bourgeois male, a patriarch exercising power over a family and himself, individual and 
independent in the sense of being the sole master of himself, i.e. the designer of his own fate, not 
only free from subordination in social relations but also in total control of his own emotions, 
instincts and lusts.279 For Le Bon the crowd is the negation of this delusion, striving for nothing 
but a “primitive communism” which inevitably will bring about the destruction of civilisation.280 
He thought the late nineteenth century to be a “critical moment” of “transition and anarchy”, a 
point in history in which the “ERA OF CROWDS” had already begun and “the power of the crowd 
is the only force that nothing menaces”. In this era the “religious, political, and social beliefs in 
which all the elements of our civilisation are rooted” were allegedly already being destroyed one 
by one whilst “entirely new conditions of existence and thought as the result of modern scientific 
and industrial discoveries” were being created.281 

These ideas were foreshadowed by some of the commentaries of the Reform Riots. Hicklin’s 
description of an early stage of the riots in which he emphasises the wickedness of the rioters by 
contrasting their barbaric actions of the crowds with the sacred ones of the churchgoers, is 
mirrored in Le Bon’s concept of the disintegration of society. Hicklin was also very fond of 
conjuring up apocalyptical themes, e.g. when he described the destruction of the castle as an 
“infernal incantation”, a “tremendous sacrifice to the demon of anarchy and crime”.282 Other 
commentators see the Reform Bill Crisis as a real threat of the destruction of society, e.g. 

                                                 
272 Journal; 15th October 1831.  
273 Gaunt; p. 84. 
274 Hicklin; p. 125. 
275 Thomis (a); p. 222. 
276 Gray; pp. 34-5. 
277 Le Bon; pp. 75-6. 
278 Ibid; pp. 6-10. 
279 Truman; p. 22: This concept of bourgeois masculinity is necessarily contradicted by the capitalist mode of production as every 
individual has to sell commodities on the market (even if this is only her/his own labour), i.e. every person is entangled in and has 
to adapt to a complex system of social relations. 
280 Le Bon; pp. 8-10/206. On this idea he bases the concept of a “cycle of the life of a people”, his absurd philosophy of history: 
“To pass in pursuit of an ideal from the barbarous to the civilised state, and then, when this ideal has lost its virtue, to decline and 
die, such is the cycle of the life of a people.” 
281 Ibid; p. 6. 
282 Hicklin; p. 160/165. 
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Newcastle, who fears that the nation might be “overthrown”;283 the Mercury, which dreads 
“anarchy, confusion and bloodshed”;284 or Wellington, whose anxiety focuses on the annihilation 
of “all property” which he believes will result in mass starvation.285 

Even though there are these traces of Le Bon’s apocalyptic fantasies in the descriptions of and 
commentaries on the Reform Riots, they reflect much more of his ideas about the nature of 
crowd psychology, which are based on the belief that: 

“[…] an agglomeration of men presents new characteristics very different from those of 
the individuals composing it. The sentiments and ideas of all the persons in the 
gathering take one and the same direction, and their conscious personality vanishes. A 
collective mind is formed […] a single being, and is subjected to the LAW OF THE 
MENTAL UNITY OF CROWDS.”286 

The crowd, this new being, is driven by the “unconscious qualities of character” of the 
individuals which constitute it, its intellect “not an accumulation of the individuals’ intellects but 
a replacement of the same by the collective unconsciousness”. Le Bon lengthily fantasises how 
these “unconscious qualities of character” are based on the individuals’ “race”. He equates the 
loss of self control with childishness, the “barbarism” of “savages” and with femininity.287 Central 
is the assumption that the unconscious nature of the characteristics of a crowd determine the 
same to “accumulate […] stupidity”, whilst the persons in the crowd “yield” to their “instincts” 
and develop “a sentiment of invincible power”. In a crowd “every sentiment and act is 
contagious”, the crowd is “the slave of impulses which it receives” as long as these “are presented 
in a way [a crowd] can grasp with its non existent intellect”. The individual has become an 
“automaton”, no longer guided by will and reason, able to act autonomously, but rather guided 
“by means of suggestion and contagion of feelings and ideas in an identical direction” and has a 
“tendency to immediately transform the suggested ideas into acts”.288 

Such ideas about crowds are lengthily referred to by contemporaries of the rioters. The judge 
in the Special Assize saw it in the “nature of man, which no dictation will alter” that in crowds 
where “vast numbers of men were […] assembled together” people’s behaviour changes and they 
become “subject to an ebullition of violent passion”. It also seemed to be a fact that whilst in a 
crowd, individuals “can’t deliberate […]; they can only move upon their passions”289 and give 
“vent to their passions.”290 It had also been stated that in crowds, individuals’ intellectual 
capacities disappear “and if they were all philosophers, […] they could no more form just 
opinions than so many children taken from their cradles.”291 The rioters were not seen to act 
autonomously but depicted as having been “Set on”,292 by impulses given to them, e.g. by the 
message of an uprising in London. Claims of rumours spreading through crowds transforming 
themselves into actions were also made. The first outbreak of violence was described by the 
Mercury as a result of the “multitude [becoming] very easily excited” by a “report [which] caused 
some of [Hedderly’s] upstairs windows to be broken”.293 The rioters were also accused of savage 
behaviour by some of their contemporaries who stated that some persons in the crowds showed a 

                                                 
283 Gaunt; pp 80-1. 
284 Mercury; 15th October 1831. 
285 Hernon; p. 61. 
286 Le Bon; pp. 15-6. 
287 Ibid; pp. 18-21/55/158. See ibid; p. 31: “Crowds are everywhere distinguished by feminine characteristics, but Latin crowds are 
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“spirit worthy of the barbarians of the darker ages”.294 Such ideas were also prominently featured 
by Le Bon. According to him every “cultivated individual” in a crowd: “is a barbarian – that is, a 
creature acting by instinct […] a grain of sand amid other grains of sand, which the wind stirs up 
at will.”295 

The metaphor of the wind stirring up and guiding the sand is of high importance to Le Bon 
who wrote at length about the leaders of crowds, who can use various methods to guide crowds 
and use them according to their own agenda.296 These aspects of Le Bon’s ideas also appear in 
connection to the events in 1831, be it rather abstract when it was written that “the lads were the 
mere instruments of more powerful agency” or in the obsession with identifying ringleaders, such 
as in the mysterious stranger who is said to have stirred up the crowds in Market Place297 or the 
systematic construction of George Beck as a commander of the crowd that burned Lowe’s mill.298 

Le Bon’s concept of crowd psychology was the, as he understood it, “scientific” summary of 
images which were also referred to in contemporary accounts of the Reform Riots, be it by 
opponents or proponents of parliamentary reform. Both groups were apparently terrified of 
crowds whose character and actions were constructed as the negation of civilisation. 

4.2. Spotting faces in the crowd 

The contemporary sources referred to in this paper depict the crowds as an amorphous mass 
rather than as a congregation of individuals. Therefore evidence which can shed light on these 
individuals is fragmentary at best. There is some information which allows debate as to who the 
rioters were, which contributes to educated guesses about their motivations (see 5.3.). However, 
the rioters themselves remain almost completely silent, at least in the material accessed. 

Furthermore, a second problem distorts any picture which can emerge by using the available 
data: with one exception all the persons about whom some information is available are male, 
even though there is scattered evidence that women took very active parts in the Reform Riots.299 
If they had not, this would have also been a surprising change as there was already a long 
tradition of women defying gender hierarchies by engaging in direct action like strikes and riots 
as well as having a crucial role in the organisation of the working classes.300 This was 
acknowledged and openly referred to by the upholders of social hierarchies, as women were 
explicitly mentioned by the Secretary of State, as possibly having been among those who 
destroyed the castle.301 In spite of this, historical as well as contemporary accounts do ignore 
women fighting in the Reform Riots, with a few remarks in the Mercury almost being the sole 
exception. Women are mentioned as having been present in the late afternoon and evening of 
Sunday 9th October when there was fighting in the town centre, as well as on Monday 10th, when 
“females” participated in making a banner. The materials used to fashion the banner also make it 
highly likely that these women were, like those “young men” with whom they collaborated, 
working in the textile industries. There is only one piece of evidence referring to the active 
participation of women in the fighting: it is mentioned that one woman was seriously hurt when 
the Yeomanry charged into the crowd which had smashed in the gates.302 The only woman who is 
named in connection to the Reform Riots is Elizabeth Hunt, a 30-year-old woman who was 
accused of having received some bounty from the attack on Colwick Hall.303 Due to this lack of 
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evidence, any picture of the rioters emerging from using the evidence is gender biased and 
therefore only of limited validity. 

In order to be able to use the available data it also will be assumed that those individuals about 
whom information is available (even though it is likely that not everyone will have taken part in 
the direct action in October 1831) represent a significant sample of the men who did take part in 
the Reform Riots. 

The Mercury drew “great consolation” from their claim that “the middle classes of society, 
those who were most likely to receive the franchise […] remained peaceable and quiet”.304 This 
does seem to be supported by the evidence used, by which a total of 29 names can be drawn 
up.305 Of three of those people, neither age nor occupation is known. Of a further 16, there is no 
information regarding their occupation. Of the remaining 10 persons, one is unemployed or 
“seeking work”, another one “works in a factory”. Two others do work although it is unclear 
where and in what function, and another one has just been referred to as a “labourer”. Among the 
remaining five persons are a framework knitter, a bobbin and carriage maker, a boatman, a 
brickmaker and one person who stated in his trial that on the day of his arrest he “went to work 
[…] to gather rags”. It is highly unlikely that any of those persons would have had the status of a 
burgess even though it is possible that John Armstrong, the framework knitter, might have held 
the status as result of a successful apprenticeship. If this were the case, it is mentioned neither by 
the Journal nor the pamphlet published after the executions which seems to be unlikely in the 
context of events.306 It is also unlikely that it would not have been commented upon in one of the 
used sources if one of the persons whose professions is unknown would have held an occupation 
very different from the ones known, indicating that none of these 29 persons them would have 
held the franchise. In the case of Elizabeth Hunt this would not only have been based on property 
but also on gender. Therefore it can be assumed with ample surety that none of the 29 persons 
listed in Appendix II. would have been part of the electorate. 

Of the 26 whose age is known, 12 are 25 and younger, and a further 12 are 26-35 years old. 
Another person is 38, the oldest is 50 years old. In a previous study also using information 
regarding ages and occupations of rioters Wigley concluded that: 

“[…] the rioters […] were neither misbehaved youths nor vagabonds, but drawn from 
an age group [defined by Wigley to be 17-27] capable of feeling and knowing its own 
interest, yet one peculiarly liable to displays of physical bravado, and more likely to 
hold strong views than detailed political opinions.”307 

Wigley’s first claim is relevant as the available data does indeed indicate that the claims of the 
rioters being a “gang” consisting “of all the low and bad characters […] pickpockets […] and the 
vile and worthless of every description, who had come to the town under the hope of picking up 
some plunder at the races”308 is not at all supported by the available data. However his 
interpretation of the fact that the majority of the persons were between 17- and 27-years-old 
constructs a meaningless contrast between “strong views” and “detailed political opinions” and 
connects without further deliberation gender and age with a certain concept of masculinity. The 
fact that also in the sample analysed in this paper the majority of persons, 18 of 26 persons, are 
younger than 28 years, can be interpreted much more prosaically as the consequence of the 
working and living conditions in a town in which the average life expectancy was 22.309 

                                                 
304 Mercury; 15th October 1831. 
305 See 3.1. Of further 11 persons only names and the fact that they were acquitted after already having been discharged on bail are 
known. 
306 DDFSI/134; NeC 5052; Journal; 7th; 14th; 21st January 1832; Thomis/Preston/Wigley; p. 97. 
307 Ibid; p. 97: In Wigley’s sample he knew the age of 18 persons. 
308 Mercury; 15th October 1831. 
309 Thomis (a); p. 24. 
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The most detailed information about individuals in the crowds can be found for those who 
were hanged. George Beck was a 20-year-old from Wollaton, employed as a boatman. “When a 
boy, he was tap-lad at the Eclipse public-house, Chapel-bar, and afterwards served the 
bricklayers as a labourer.” George Hearson, aged 21, was born in Nottingham. His father died 
when George was 10. George married “about a year and a half” before his execution, but had no 
children. “He was put to business of a bobbin and carriage maker, he has subsequently worked at 
the manufacture of lace, and has always been connected with this staple fabric of our town.” 
George was allegedly known to have, despite his “honesty”, been “led into intercourse with idle 
and disorderly persons, and in the prize ring of his vicinity, he obtained the appellation of ‘Curley 
Hearson.’” John Armstrong, aged 26, was allegedly present at Colwick Hall, the Castle and 
Beeston Mill. John was born in Pleasley, outside Mansfield. John’s parents, three brothers and 
two sisters lived in Nottingham, on Millstone Lane. John was, like his father, a framework knitter 
in the cotton branch. He was engaged to a woman from Nottingham, where he had lived the two 
years prior to his execution, although before he moved frequently, having lived in “Mansfield, 
Derby, and other places, when employment could not be obtained in the town.” He was described 
as being of good character with “civility, sobriety” and “said honesty throughout life.” After 
receiving his verdict he is described to have been “cheerful and resigned, expressing to his family 
a hope that he should meet them in a better world.” In a letter to his father he provided a list of 
names to be his bearers, thanked a Rose Martin for having confirmed his innocence, stated to 
give the “few articles of apparel, to his mother and brothers” and expressed his hopes to “meet 
them at the right hand of God.”310 

From the data available certain cautious conclusions can be taken, keeping in mind how 
fragmentary the evidence is, especially regarding the participation of women in the riots. It 
appears that the rioters were part of the working classes. Those who were in employment seem to 
have worked in low paid occupations. They lived in the town or its suburbs,311 although it was not 
unusual that persons moved during their lives. Also, the repeated allegations of Armstrong being 
involved in various events during the riots would support the claim that many of the rioters 
participated not only once, but repeatedly, in direct action during the Reform Riots. Finally it 
seems to be likely that only few “if any, of the Nottingham rioters, received the vote” in 1832,312 
least of all the rioting women. 

4.3. Rioting for the Reform Bill, bounty or class war? 

To what extent the rioters were interested in the Whigs’ Reform Bill, or whether instead they 
took the situation as an excuse to set off for a few days of plundering, divided the rioters’ 
contemporary commentators. These were broadly divided in one faction blaming the rejection of 
the Lords as the cause for the events, and another convinced that the crowds merely took the 
bill’s rejection as an excuse to engage in uprising and plunder.313 The Journal’s interpretation is 
an example for the latter: 

“The rejection of the Reform Bill by the House of Lords has stirred among the rabble a 
spirit of enterprise, and accordingly they have commenced the work of destruction […] 
by burning and looting. Among the excesses which they committed, may be named, 
the firing of the Duke of Newcastle’s Seat in Nottinghamshire, under the pretence of 
he, being an Anti-Reformer, must forsooth be marked out for destruction. […] But to 

                                                 
310 DD763/8; See Journal; 14th October 1832. 
311 One of the shortcomings of this paper is that it does not entail a systematic attempt to identify the homes of the alleged rioters. 
312 Welch (b); p. 12. 
313 Thomis/Preston/Wigley; p. 84. 
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identify the […] rioters with reform, is really to disgrace their name, and to injure the 
cause.”314 

Many commentators denied or underplayed the political dimension of the riots. For 
proponents and opponents of the Whig’s Reform Bill, a story of rioting hooligans, “the very dregs 
of society”, engaged in “a series of disorganised, riotous episodes […] into which people were 
drawn by a mixture of motives, none of which concerned the reform of Parliament” was a useful 
version of events. Some of the proponents were afraid to have their cause weakened and 
endangered by the riots and were quick to distance themselves from “depraved criminals”, whilst 
opponents wanted to play down “the extent of national revulsion”.315 An element in these 
interpretations of the riots was blaming country people and strangers, “the vile and worthless of 
every description, [who came] to the town [to pick] up some plunder”.316 This was made easier as 
Goose Fair and the Nottingham Races were scheduled for the week of the riots, attracting many 
country people to the town and which always furnished “opportunities for petty crime”, especially 
as the 1831 Goose Fair is supposed to have been the largest up to that date.317 

The story of the riots being primarily perpetrated by out-of-town “thieves” wanting to gain 
bounty can be dismissed with ample surety. It is very likely that the coincidence of the Reform 
Bill being rejected during Goose Fair did stimulate the riots, be it merely for the fact that the 
town was cramped with even more people. Although it could be demonstrated by the empirical 
evidence that people living in the town also took part in the riots, they will have been joined by 
others who came to Nottingham for Goose Fair and the Races.318 It is therefore not denied that 
people living in out-of-town suburbs and villages took part in direct action; however this cannot 
be used to explain the occurrence of the riots. In Derby there were no major festivities, yet there 
were massive riots, whilst in Birmingham there was a mass meeting after the vote in the Lords 
called during an annual fair but no riot broke out.319 The decisive argument contradicting the 
narrative of plundering hooligans is the fact that it does not appear as if there has been a lot of 
plundering during the riots. Although some bounty was seized at Colwick Hall and food and, on a 
few occasions, money was expropriated by rioters, a lust for plunder cannot have been the 
primary reason for the rioters’ choices of targets. During the numerous attacks on private houses 
and shops, the destruction of Lowe’s mill or indeed the storming of the empty castle, apparently 
no significant amount of bounty was taken. Indeed it is the choice of these targets which 
demonstrates that politics lay at the very core of the riots. 

Preston argues that it were “almost exclusively anti-reformers who suffered”, whilst Wigley 
states that aside from targeting known opponents of the Bill “the crowd’s activities were designed 
to wreak revenge upon the chargers of high prices, givers of low wages and upholders of law and 
order.”320 Thomis is totally sceptical whether the crowds were targeting Reform Bill opponents 

                                                 
314 Journal; 15th October 1831. 
315 Thomis (a); pp. 226-7; Thomis/Preston/Wigley; p. 84. 
316 Mercury; 15th October 1831: This is further discussed in 5.3. 
317 Thomis (a); pp. 227-9; Thomis/Preston/Wigley; p. 84. 
318 Journal; 7th; 14th January 1832; Mercury; 15th October 1831: There had been various reports of persons e.g. sleeping in the 
fields, indicating they lived outside of town. Furthermore witnesses giving evidence at the Special Assize stated that they came to 
Nottingham on Tuesday 11th October because they wanted to see the ruins of the castle. 
319 Thomis/Preston/Wigley; pp. 84-5. 
320 Ibid; pp. 85/86/98-9. See Mercury; 15th October 1831; Journal; 14th January 1832: It is noteworthy that the crowds were 
almost exclusively not “wreaking revenge” on people as they targeted property instead. They confined themselves to destroying 
windows, smashing all sorts of means of production, wrecking furniture and setting fire to buildings. Exceptions were those 
constables, the Yeomanry and from Tuesday morning the Hussars who tried to suppress the rioters. Furthermore Dr. Manson, the 
Mayor and John Musters’ son were injured. However during the numerous attacks on the shops and houses like the ones of 
Hedderly or Wright on Sunday the owners of the premises were apparently not hurt. There is the account of people in the crowd 
attacking Lowe’s mill wanting to “frizzle” its owner, but even aside from the circumstances in which these testimonies were given 
it is unknown whether Lowe would really have been attacked or even killed by the crowds, if he had been found at his mill. 
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accurately.321 However an attempt to classify the rioters’ choice of targets utilising Preston’s and 
Wigley’s categories, indicates that the crowds struck their targets very accurately. Furthermore it 
seems that they were motivated by more than just the rejection of the Whigs’ Reform Bill. 

Four premises can be placed within the category: “upholders of law and order”. There was the 
House of Correction, the houses of constables Berry and Webster and finally Colwick Hall,322 
property of Musters, the hated magistrate. That the latter was also a known “arch Tory”323 and 
that Berry had signed the anti-reform petition exemplifies that most targets will probably have 
been chosen for a number of reasons. To determine with ample surety why four other premises, 
two groceries, a cheesemonger and a bakery were visited, it will be necessary to undertake further 
research. However, it can be speculated that these premises’ owners could have been “chargers of 
high prices” and/or possibly Tory-supporters, although it is also possible that the crowds simply 
needed to expropriate provisions. The Greyhound and a number of other pubs were probably 
visited because they were situated along the route of a hungry and thirsty crowd. The house of a 
hosier called Kewney324 could have been targeted either because of its owner’s political affinities 
and/or because he was a “giver of low wages”. Again the exact reason cannot be determined 
without further research, but it seems the crowd deliberately targeted this person’s property, as 
another house where Kewney had lived in the past was attacked as well.325 It is possible, although 
based on the used evidence nothing but speculation, that Lowe’s mill was targeted not just 
because of its owner’s support for the Tories but also as he might have been a “giver of low 
wages” or caused socioeconomic distress to workers in other ways.326 16 of the properties 
attacked were owned by persons who had, according to the used sources, political affinities with 
the Tories and/or were known opponents to parliamentary reform. Some would have been widely 
known as being the property of reactionaries like Lord Middleton or the Duke of Newcastle. What 
kind of political opinions were expressed in the Journal would also have been public knowledge, 
sufficiently explaining why the office windows were smashed. The names of the owners of eight 
targeted premises, among them the druggist Hedderly and Sharpe the mill owner,327 had been 
published by the Review as signatories of the anti-reform petition. The properties of eleven other 
persons whose names were published in the Review were apparently not targeted by rioters. Of 
those, two lived in Carlton and one in Cropwell, places where there were no riotous crowds. As 
two others were farmers it is likely that they also lived in areas where rioters had not been active. 
A further five persons, among them Hicklin, whose History of Nottingham Castle… is full of 
contempt for the rioters, are only mentioned by name, making it futile to guess why their 
properties were not attacked. It is odd that a Mr. Marriott of St. James Street was not targeted, 
even though a Mr. Swann’s house in the same road was, though this could indicate that Swann’s 
house was targeted by mistake.328 That the premises of the Whig Needham were visited by a 
crowd was probably a genuine mistake as it is mentioned that the crowd thought his house to be 
the home of Wright, a known Tory.329 Of the owner of another targeted house, a Mr. Loveitt, the 
used sources provide no information aside the name and the street. 

                                                 
321 Thomis (a); p. 227: According to him, the rioters attacking Lowe’s Mill were so unfamiliar with the layout of the town that they 
almost attacked an Alfred Lowe of Highfield House. 
322 See Appendix I; Mercury; 15th October 1831. 
323 Bryson; p. 95. 
324 See Appendix I. 
325 Mercury; 15th October 1831. 
326 In any case it is noteworthy that one of the few places in Nottinghamshire where textile commodities were produced in a 
factory setting, was targeted and destroyed. See Journal; 14th January 1832: Although the claims at the Special Assize of people 
wanting to “frizzle” Lowe have to be treated with the utmost care, they might indicate considerable public hatred of Lowe. 
327 See Appendix X.; Review; 30th September 1831. See also Staveley/Wood: Their map depicts eleven mills in the Forest area. 
Although by the map it is unsure which one belongs to Sharpe it shows that a number of mills were within easy reach of any crowd 
operating in the area, indicating that Sharpe’s targeted deliberately. 
328 See Appendix I.; Review; 30th September 1831. 
329 Mercury; 15th October 1831. 
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This empirical evidence strengthens the claim that the rioters targeted very specific premises 
rather than just being on a plundering rampage. It has yet to be sufficiently established that some 
targets were picked as their owners were “chargers of high prices [or] givers of low wages”. 
However even assuming that all targeted premises were either owned by “anti-reformers” or 
visited to expropriate provisions this cannot explain the attack on the House of Correction. This 
target alone validates the use of a second of Preston’s and Wigley’s categories, as this institution 
was, symbolically and practically, upholding law and order. Therefore it is possible to conclude 
that the rioters were primarily motivated by a number of political issues, including at least a 
hatred of law enforcement and the detestation of Reform Bill opponents. 

A number of matters indicate that it was indeed hatred of the Reform Bill’s opponents rather 
than disappointed enthusiasm for the Whig’s Reform Bill that lay behind the attacks on Tory 
supporters and Reform Bill opponents. Under the conditions of the Reform Bill all women and all 
the urban as well as the rural poor were excluded from the franchise. As the evidence analysed in 
5.2. indicates that the overwhelming majority or even all rioters belonged to at least one of these 
three categories, the question remains why any of them should have fought after a bill had failed 
aiming to enfranchise their “master[s]”.330 There was a certain degree of support for the Reform 
Bill, as was demonstrated by the number of signatures for pro-reform petitions. Thomis argues 
that working people in Nottingham were simply fooled by Whig propaganda which managed to 
mobilise them in support of a Reform Bill that they did not “fully understand” even though there 
were “detailed accounts in the local press”.331 That the places which saw the “worst” rioting, i.e. 
Bristol, Nottingham and Derby, had “powerful Whig elements”,332 indicates a degree of truth in 
Thomis’ patronising claim of the power of Whig propaganda and the ignorance of members of the 
working classes. However it may very well be that people were mobilised against the opponents 
of the Reform Bill rather than for its contents: 

“[…] Whigs and moderate reformers were paradoxically assisted, during the Reform 
Bill crisis as a whole, by the fact that the Tory aristocracy put up such stubborn 
resistance. This helped to divert popular attention from the limitations of the Bill and 
to focus it on the evils of oligarchy and boroughmongering and ‘Old Corruption.’ The 
riots at Nottingham and Bristol […] can be seen as reflections of this orientation”.333 

It is difficult to ascertain to what degree the loathing of the opponents of the Reform Bill was 
the result of successful deception or of strategic considerations by members of the working 
classes. The latter can be supported by numerous accounts of “the poor men of this town” who 
heard the newspapers “read every night”334 and intense debates within the working classes 
whether to support the Reform Bill as a “stepping stone” or whether to oppose it in order to 
campaign more effectively for more radical political and social reforms.335 

Those excluded from the franchise may have perceived the reorganisation of constituencies as 
the more relevant aspect of the Whigs’ Reform Bill. Although it was not an attack on the principle 
that landed magnates controlled a considerable number of MPs; members of the working classes 
will probably have welcomed the prospect of reactionary extremists like Newcastle losing some 
influence through the Reform Bill. According to this interpretation, rioters knew that they were 
to gain little or nothing from the Reform Bill, but they also knew that at least some of the hated 
boroughmongers were to lose from it. 

                                                 
330 Thomis (a); p. 222; Thomis/Preston/Wigley; p. 86. See Dinwiddy; p. 63: In fact working class radicals were not delighted 
about their masters’ prospect of the franchise but rather arguing that the Whigs were extending the suffrage to the middle classes 
“in order to prevent the lower classes from obtaining their rights”. 
331 Thomis (a); p. 230. 
332 Thomis/Preston/Wigley; p. 86. 
333 Dinwiddy; p. 67. 
334 Thomis/Preston/Wigley; p. 98. 
335 Dinwiddy; p. 63: Hunt said at Bolton in April 1831 “it certainly was all very good, very liberal, but would it get the people 
something more to eat?” 
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The emerging picture of the Reform Rioters in Nottingham indicates that members of the 
working classes, being in a situation of extreme economic plight, were fighting not for the Whig’s 
parliamentary reform but against what they identified as the “old corruption”. Therefore they 
targeted boroughmongers and their middle class allies whilst also venting their anger on 
institutions and executors of law and order and possibly on those who were perceived to 
underpay members of the working classes and merchants who were perceived to overcharge for 
their commodities. 

Therefore the Reform Riots: 

“[…] fit as well into the 18th century tradition of popular protest as into the 19th century 
of political demonstration, but their scale and virulence, and the possibilities of 
escalation […] gave more than an ordinary shock to contemporary opinion. The 
aftermath of the riots was thus a working class suspicious of its erstwhile leaders, a 
middle class chastened and fearful for the future, an aristocracy not only disillusioned 
with the Whigs but frightened and truculent, and a government determined above all 
things to maintain order.”336 

In this interpretation the Reform Riots mark a transitionary moment in the history of the 
British working classes, in which class antagonism337 was becoming more widely acknowledged, 
i.e. more people overcame the illusion of their masters “interest [being] identical to [their] own”. 
This interpretation was also shared by some of those whose property had been targeted during 
the riots, as they saw the direct action as an indicator for a “growing political consciousness of the 
lower classes”.338 Thomis refers to Review articles stating that a war of “labour against property” 
could develop.339 For Thompson the whole “Reform Bill Crisis” marks a crucial point in the 
development of class consciousness. This entails for Thompson the realisation of an identity of 
interest among working people and the realisation that these interests are in conflict with the 
interests of other classes. It is this second criterion which developed greatly during the “Reform 
Bill Crisis” as the proponents of reform, though trying to stimulate mass agitation for reform, 
“carried in their knapsacks a special constable’s baton” as they wanted to stop revolution by any 
means. For Thompson it was this mixture of repression and the unavoidable disappointment that 
took place after the Reform Bill was passed that served as a catalyst for the acknowledgment of 
class antagonism.340 

Whether there really was the threat of a revolutionary uprising during the Reform Bill Crisis, 
i.e. an insurrection aiming to overthrow the totality of social relations, has been questioned.341 
Some symbols of power and oppression, like prisons, were attacked in Nottingham, and also in 
Derby and Bristol. But at least in Nottingham the military was not engaged by crowds before 
Tuesday morning and it has yet to be determined what exactly caused that escalation. By the 
evidence analysed it is not possible to estimate whether and to what extent the claim by Thomis, 
Preston and Wigley is accurate: that crowds were thought to be backed by the king, which is 
supposed to have been demonstrated e.g. by singing the national anthem in Market Place on 
Sunday evening.342 In any case it is undeniable that even if there was some level of “revolutionary 

                                                 
336 Ibid; pp. 101-2. 
337 Engels (a); p. 8921 (see MEW volume 22; pp. 291). 
338 Thomis/Preston/Wigley; p. 84/86. 
339 Thomis (a); pp. 227-9. 
340 Thompson; pp. 887-91/913. See Thompson; p. 908: The reformed House of Commons launched policies aimed to break the 
trade unions. It was said that those who pampered the unions “when they could be subservient to their purposes, were now 
endeavouring to crush the Trades Unions.” 
341 Wright; pp. 46-7. 
342 Thomis/Preston/Wigley; p. 85. See Mercury; 15th October 1831. Singing “God Save the King” as the Hussars first showed up on 
the scene could have been the result of a multitude of reasons including a tactical decision to try to deescalate the situation by 
pledging loyalty to the crown. 
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excitement” in Britain during the Reform Bill Crisis, it was not enough to ignite a genuine 
revolutionary insurrection.343 

This is even more tragic as claims have been made that the chances for a successful large scale 
insurrection would have been comparatively good due to the weakness of the “forces of law and 
order”: 

“[…] even a weak and disorganised revolutionary impulse has some chance of success 
of the forces of the established order are impotent. Such an opportunity was available 
in 1830-2, since public order in the provinces was in the hands of local officials, who 
lacked professional police forces and were obliged to rely on semitrained yeomanry 
and untrained special constables. […] there was an overall shortage of troops, who 
therefore had to be moved quickly from one trouble spot to another. Simultaneous 
risings in widespread areas of the country would probably have proved too much for 
the inadequate machinery of public order. The fact that the machinery was never really 
tested reveals the weakness of the revolutionary threat. […] As it was, order was soon 
restored.”344 

                                                 
343 Wright; p47: “If there had been genuine revolutionary excitement in the country, needing only a spark to set it alight, then 
surely the ignition would have been provided by the Bristol riots.” 
344 Ibid; p. 46-7. 
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Conclusion 

Both core theses could be confirmed. The analysis and debate of the used evidence indicates 
that the people who fought in the Reform Riots were members of the worse-off sections of the 
working classes, unemployed or in low paid occupations, some of which, like framework knitting, 
having suffered from long depression at the time of the riots. The Whigs’ Reform Bill, i.e. its 
rejection by the Lords, although indeed the trigger of the Reform Riots, cannot explain the 
events. The bill had little to offer to male rioters and even less to the fighting women. Their 
motivation was not primarily support for the reformists, but hatred of the reactionaries, i.e. all 
those who were perceived as those, under these circumstances boroughmongers like Newcastle 
and their middle class allies like Dr. Manson. Furthermore, the rioters vented their hatred of 
institutions and executors of law and order, adding resistance to repression to the rioters’ 
motives and therefore confirming the second core thesis. 

However, even though it is indicated by the choice of some targets and scattered pieces of 
evidence like the outcry of a person in a crowd at the end of the riots,345 the used evidence does 
not allow us to connect the undeniable socioeconomic distress of members of the working classes 
in Nottingham conclusively to the Reform Riots. It is furthermore unclear as to whether those 
who fought in the three days of October 1831 in Nottingham did have an agenda, be it for a 
specific kind of parliamentary reform or for more progressive social and political changes, or 
even for a revolutionary reorganisation of social relations. But regardless of the possible beliefs 
and aims of some rioters, the Reform Riots do not seem to have been a serious attempt at a 
revolutionary uprising. Nevertheless, they did cause considerable damage, which was estimated 
to have amounted in Nottingham to between £50,000 and £60,000.346 Tragically there were a 
number of deaths: two children killed by accident whilst playing in the ruins of the castle the day 
after its destruction, and three persons murdered on the gallows in February 1832. A further six 
persons appear to have been deported. Whether Thomas Auckland died of his wound is not 
known from the used evidence. Compared to the massacres which ended the fighting in Bristol, 
rioters in Nottingham suffered little for engaging in direct action, but this does not make the 
deaths, injuries and transportations any less tragic. 

The crucial result of the deliberations in this paper seems to be that the people in the crowds 
did act autonomously, defying calls for calm and moderation uttered by members of the middle 
and ruling classes.347 They acted conscious of the fact that them “strik[ing] at the security of 
property” did not “lay open to attack the cottage of the mechanic as well as the mansion of the 
rich”, that burning the property of aristocrats like Newcastle, capitalists like Lowe and middle 
class merchants like Hedderly did not “render any place the object of destruction.”348 The claims 
that the Reform Riots were indeed a part of the process of the acknowledgment of class 
antagonism seem to be supported by the evidence. The majority of the rioters’ targets belonged to 
those middling, respectable people who opposed the Whigs’ reform. But not only they but also 
the middling, respectable proponents of the Reform Bill were the recruiting ground for the 
special constables and the Yeomanry, determined to repress any challenge of the social order. 
The Whigs’ Reform Bill did succeed in adjusting and stabilising the class compromise of 1688 by 
incorporating the respectable people, but in doing so it encouraged autonomous action and 
organisation within the working classes.349 

                                                 
345 See Mercury; 15th October 1831: “[…] we may as well die where we are as to go home and be starved.” 
346 Journal; 15th October 1831. 
347 See Mercury; 15th October 1831. See 2.2.: those official speakers addressing the crowds during the meeting on Market Place do 
not appear to have been part of the urban poor. 
348 Journal; 21st January 1832. See ibid; 15th October 1831: Those rioters who smashed the windows of the Journal’s office were 
also well aware that the paper did not “promote the best interests and welfare of all classes of the community.” 
349 Thompson; p. 230-1: “[…] the disappointment and frustration that followed 1832 were this time to lead to a specifically 
working class political movement, Chartism.” 
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Prominent among the many shortcomings of this paper is an obvious lack in theoretical 
deliberations. A multitude of terms and concepts have been used implicitly and explicitly without 
being defined and discussed in detail, like the unfolding of industrial capitalism, class 
consciousness, crowd psychology, or concepts of masculinity (to name only a few). 

The two most significant shortcomings of this paper are: firstly, the lack of sources which 
recorded the voices of members of the working classes, forcing the deliberations regarding the 
rioters set of motivations to be based primarily on circumstantial evidence. Further records need 
to be browsed to identify documents relevant to rectify this problem. Secondly, the evidence used 
in this paper by which women’s activities in Nottingham can be debated is feeble at best, not only 
regarding female Reform Rioters but also regarding missing descriptions and debates of women’s 
working and living conditions causing any results in this paper to be gender biased. Further 
research in this area will be crucial. 

Other areas in which further research into the subject matter will be fruitful are e.g. a 
systematic analysis in order to estimate how many rioters were not living in Nottingham, but in 
its suburbs and the villages of Nottinghamshire. Furthermore, it would be necessary to examine 
differences in the living and working conditions of people living inside and outside the town, as 
this could hold further clues in order to construct a multilayered understanding of the rioters’ set 
of motivations. The real and perceived relations between rioters, the monarchy and the military 
also need to be investigated further. 

It is in any case fruitful and enjoyable to dig in the turbulent history of Nottingham and to 
rediscover pieces of its long history of social struggles. At a time when the revolution is far less 
likely than during the Reform Bill Crisis this is particularly important. Dissent, radicalism, 
revolutionary sentiment and rioting do not fit with the attempts to equate the word Nottingham 
with brainless slogans like “Proud, Ambitious, Safe”. This is even more reason not only to engage 
in these activities but to rediscover them as part of this city’s heritage and reclaim the latter 
thereby from those who do not consider machine breakers to be role models, but fictional archers 
fighting for good governance. Historic research is not only enjoyable, but knowledge of past 
struggles can help with fighting present ones,350 and to constantly question, rewrite and 
deconstruct our understanding of the past’s social orders can help us to think and act beyond the 
present one. 

In the end I need to state that I cannot help but feel regret that Nottingham Castle was ever 
rebuilt. Nowadays, inspite of many good projects being undertaken in the Castle’s museum, 
Nottingham City Council uses the castle primarily trying to inspire with permanent reminders of 
Torvill and Dean and temporary exhibitions of Russell Crowe’s pants. Its charred ruins would not 
only have been a much more inspiring, but also a more accurate embodiment of the tumultuous 
history of Nottingham, even more so if decorated with something like this motto: 

“Old Nottingham, the Land of Lud, Of Lace and Stockings, of good ale and wassail, 
Bold hearts, and once a venerable Castle.”351 

                                                 
350 For example Newcastle’s insight that that “[…] nothing but revolution can Set [us] right”. Furthermore very practical things 
can be learned, e.g. from the attack on Lowe’s mill not to throw stones at a building when comrades are still inside or from the fact 
that the attack on the castle began by extinguishing the gas lamps that taking down CCTV posts is more work but occasionally 
worth the effort, e.g. whilst storming a building. 
351 Hicklin; titlepage. 
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P.S. Writing history is a science. Every scientific process is a challengeable enterprise done by 
people with preconceived opinions. Despite all those who fantasise of finding concrete proof for 
their theses (e.g. neurologists hunting for biological causes of machismo352), science is always 
unfinished business. Therefore it needs constant checking, correcting and rewriting. In this 
document there will be errors and of course everything, be it the underlying assumptions, the 
choice of source materials and any results can and need to be challenged. So please share your 
information and opinions and help improve the work of the Peoples’ Histreh group. 

 

                                                 
352 See Anarchist Federation; p. 12: These people should be scared by the fact that a certain Gustave Le Bon engaged in the same 
subject matter, although equipped with less gadgets to find “proof” for sexist drivel. 
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Appendix 

I. Timeline of the Nottingham Reform Riots 

This list has been primarily compiled with information from the Mercury and the Journal, both dated 15th October 1831, Colonel 
Thackwell's account of the riots, printed in Wylly’s The military memoirs of … Joseph Thackwell… and the account of the riots 
given in Fellows and Freeman’s Historical Records of the South Nottinghamshire … Yeomanry …. For detailed references see 
chapters 2.1.-2.4. 
* Estimated. 
** The owner’s of these properties/these persons were signatories of the anti-reform petition whose names had been published in 
the Review, September 30th 1831. 

Street/area Venue 
Occupation of 

owner/occupant Event(s) Day(s) Time 
See 
Map 

? ? N/A 
news of the Reform Bill’s rejection reach 
Nottingham 

Saturday 
8th Oct 8.30pm  N/A 

Clumber 
Street/Smithy Row the White Lion N/A mail coach arrives 

Sunday 
9th Oct morning C 1 

Clumber Street 
Hedderly's 

shop** druggist windows smashed Sunday morning C 2 
Pelham Street ? N/A Dr. Manson** struck by missile Sunday morning C 3 
Clumber Street and 
its side streets N/A N/A 

crowd grows denser; stones thrown at 
windows Sunday late afternoon C 1/2 

Clumber 
Street/Market Place 
and side streets N/A N/A 

spectators turn up; police unable to 
control crowd; stone throwing 
continues Sunday 

dusk (6 to 
6.30pm*) C 1/2 

near around Clumber 
Street ? N/A 

mayor struck by missile and trampled 
on Sunday after dusk C 2 

near around Clumber 
Street N/A N/A 

Riot Act read; police unable to control 
crowd Sunday after dusk C 2 

Bridlesmith Gate Ward's shop** druggist windows smashed Sunday 7pm C 4 

? 
Manson’s 
house** M.D. windows smashed Sunday 

after attack on 
Ward's shop N/A 

Market Place; Long 
Row Wright's shop** bookseller; printer windows smashed; shop demolished Sunday 

after attack on 
Ward's shop C 5 

Clumber Street N/A N/A military starts to clear the street Sunday 
after attack on 
Wright's shop C 2 

Market Place N/A N/A Oldknow and Wilkins try to calm crowd Sunday 
after arrival of the 

military C 5 
Market Place; various 
parts of the town N/A N/A military repeatedly disperse crowds Sunday evening; night N/A 
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Leen Side 
Bradshaw's 

house** wharfinger targeted by rioters 

Sunday; 
Monday 
10th Oct 

in the course of the 
night C 6 

Mansfield Road Sharpe's house** miller targeted by rioters; food expropriated 
Sunday; 
Monday 

in the course of the 
night C 7 

Charlotte Street North's house cheesemonger targeted by rioters; food expropriated 
Sunday; 
Monday 

in the course of the 
night C 8 

Chapel Bar Cooke's house grocer targeted by rioters 
Sunday; 
Monday 

in the course of the 
night C 9 

Pilcher Gate Lowe's house silk mill owner targeted by rioters 
Sunday; 
Monday 

in the course of the 
night C 10 

? 
office of the 

Journal N/A front windows partly smashed 
Sunday; 
Monday 

in the course of the 
night N/A 

Pilcher Gate Kewney's house hosier targeted by rioters 
Sunday; 

Monday* 
in the course of the 

night* C 10 

Market Place N/A N/A 

12-15,000 attend an official meeting; 
various reformist speakers address the 
crowd Monday 

late morning; 
midday* D 1 

Barracks N/A N/A military standing by to suppress rioting Monday 
during the meeting 

on Market Place D 2 

The Park ? N/A 
another meeting is held; addressed by 
(a) person(s) unknown* Monday 

during the meeting 
on Market Place* D 3 

on or near Market 
Place* ? N/A 

meeting in the Park ended; brief scuffle 
ends as group coming from the Park 
seizes banner from persons coming 
from Market Place Monday 

during the meeting 
on Market Place* D 1 

between Market Place 
and Hockley N/A N/A 

a Hussar retakes the seized banner by 
riding into crowd Monday 

after the meeting 
on Market Place D 4 

Market Place N/A N/A meeting is ended Monday 1-2pm D 1 

? N/A N/A 
Town Clerk advises military to stand 
down Monday 2.30pm N/A 

Hockley Smith's house baker windows smashed Monday 
between 2.30 and 

3pm* D 5 

Hockley Prickard's house grocer windows smashed Monday 
between 2.30 and 

3pm* D 5 

Chesterfield Street Berry's house** constable 
windows smashed; doors forced in; 
furniture damaged  Monday 

between 2.30 and 
3pm* D 6 

Derby Road Webster's house constable windows smashed Monday 
between 2.30 and 

3pm* D 7 

York Street Loveitt's house ? windows smashed Monday 
between 2.30 and 

3pm* D 8 

Mansfield Road Clifton's house** officer on half-pay windows smashed Monday 
between 2.30 and 

3pm* D 9 
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The Forest Sharpe's mill** N/A flour and corn scattered; sails cut Monday 
between 2.30 and 

3pm* D 10 

? N/A N/A 
mayor and magistrates request military 
support Monday 3-4pm N/A 

? ? ? 
properties attacked; crowds are 
repeatedly dispersed Monday 

after the attack on 
Sharpe's mill N/A 

Sneinton ? N/A 
people arm themselves with makeshift 
pikes Monday 

after the attack on 
Sharpe's mill D 11 

Colwick Hall N/A Magistrate 
mansion attacked, numerous rooms 
trashed Monday 6-7pm* N/A 

St John’s Street 
House of 

Correction N/A attack repelled Monday 7.30pm D 12 

Wheeler Gate 

Woods' house; 
formerly in 

possession of 
Kewney ? windows smashed Monday 7.30pm D 13 

Nottingham Castle N/A N/A stormed Monday 7.30pm D 14 
Nottingham Castle N/A N/A set on fire Monday 7.30-8pm* D 14 
Nottingham Castle N/A N/A full ablaze; huge crowds gather to watch Monday 9pm D 14 
Nottingham Castle N/A N/A flames subside Monday midnight D 14 

? ? N/A 
Yeomanry mustered; special constables 
sworn in 

Monday; 
Tuesday 
11th Oct 

in the course of the 
night N/A 

St. James' Street Swann's house ? windows smashed 
Monday; 
Tuesday 

in the course of the 
night* D 15 

Nottingham Castle N/A N/A 
two children, Ellerby and Kilbourn, die 
in the ruins Tuesday* morning* E 1 

Nottingham Castle N/A N/A 
soldiers engage a crowd; people fight 
back Tuesday morning E 1 

Derby Road ? N/A soldiers engage and disperse crowd Tuesday morning E 2 
Market Place and 
other locations ? N/A 

soldiers and yeomanry repeatedly 
engage and disperse crowds Tuesday early afternoon E 3 

near Derby Road* Wright's house banker food and money expropriated Tuesday early afternoon E 4 
near Derby Road* Charlton's house Colonel food and money expropriated Tuesday early afternoon E 4 
near Derby Road* Storner's house ? food and money expropriated Tuesday early afternoon E 4 

near Derby Road* Needham's house ? 
food and money expropriated; mistaken 
as Wright’s house Tuesday early afternoon E 4 

near Derby Road* 
the Greyhound 
and other pubs N/A food and alcohol expropriated Tuesday early afternoon E 4 

Beeston Lowe's silk mill - trashed and burned Tuesday early afternoon* N/A 
near crossing of 
Beeston Road and 
Derby Road 

gates to Wollaton 
Park N/A 

attack on Wollaton Hall repelled by 
cavalry charge; one woman severely 
injured; 15-17 prisoners taken Tuesday afternoon* N/A 
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near the Sir John 
Borlase Warren Chimley's Close N/A 

stones hurled at Yeomanry; they fire 
pistols; rioters withdraw Tuesday afternoon* E 5 

? ? N/A 
stones hurled at soldiers; one person 
arrested Tuesday afternoon* N/A 

Market Place; 
Bridlesmith Gate ? N/A 

Aukland shot in the chest by soldier; 
unknown whether he survived Tuesday afternoon* E 6 

Market Place; 
Bridlesmith Gate ? N/A 

Hopkinson injured by the same bullet 
that struck Aukland Tuesday afternoon* E 6 

? ? N/A mayor proclaims curfew Tuesday 5pm N/A 
Market Place N/A N/A no crowds on the streets Tuesday 7pm E 3 
near the river ? N/A a last crowd dispersed Tuesday midnight N/A 
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II. Alleged rioters 

The table below compiles information about alleged rioters, many of whom were tired at the Special Assize in January 1832. The 
data was excerpted from three issues of the Journal, dated 7th, 14th and 21st January 1832, document NeC 5052: Schedule of 
Prisoners…, and primarily the document DDFSI/134: … Calendar of the Prisoners …. Furthermore a few details were taken from 
Thomis/Preston/Wigley; p. 97. Although these sources also entail information about other prisoners, the following tables only list 
information about those who were indicted for offences related to the events which took place in the Nottingham Reform Riots, i.e. 
between the 9th and the 11th October 1831. Some of the persons listed in the tables had been out on bail. 

Aside the persons listed below, the names of a further 11 persons were listed in the Journal, dated 14th January 1832: 

“Grand Jury ignored the bill against James Bartle, W[illia]m. Scottoms, James Lowther, Samuel Horsley, W[illia]m. 
Butler Elliott, David Potts, John Allen, W. Armitage, Felix Testot, Thomas Allen, and Joseph Hind, who had all been out 
on bail, for the riot at Wollaton.” 

* Estimated. 

Name age charge(s) Profession Sentence 

John Armstrong 26 
Riotously and tumultuously assembling with others at Beeston, feloniously breaking and 
entering a certain silk mill, the property of William Lowe, and setting fire to the same. 

framework 
knitter hanged 

George Beck 20 See above. boatman hanged 

Charles Berkins 20 

Riotously and tumultuously assembling with others at Colwick, and unlawfully partly 
demolishing and destroying the dwelling house of John Musters, Esq. and feloniously 
breaking and entering the same, and stealing therein a quantity of jewellery and other 
articles, and feloniously damaging and setting fire to the household furniture in said 
dwelling-house then being, whereby a great part thereof was consumed and destroyed. ? transported* 

Samuel Binks 17 See above. ? 
discharged 

without trial* 
Richard 
Bramston ? Riot at Wollaton (wording of charge unknown). ? not guilty 

Aaron Booth 19 

Riotously and tumultuously assembling with divers others in the parishes of Lenton, 
Beeston and Wollaton, to the disturbance of the public peace, and to the terror of the 
people. ? 

discharged 
without trial* 

Thomas Carlin 
the elder 50 

Riotously and tumultuously assembling with others within the extra-parochial limits of 
the Castle of Nottingham, unlawfully and maliciously setting fire to Nottingham Castle, 
the property of the Duke of Newcastle. ? 

discharged 
without trial*˚ 

Thomas Carlin 
the younger 28 See above. ? 

discharged 
without trial* 

Robert Cutts 27 See above. ? not guilty 
George Forman ? Riot at Wollaton (wording of charge unknown). ? not guilty 
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John Forman 23 
Riotously and tumultuously assembling with others at Beeston, feloniously breaking and 
entering a certain silk mill, the property of William Lowe, and setting fire to the same. 

does work, 
unknown 

where/what not guilty 

William 
Freeman 22 

Riotously and tumultuously assembling with others at Colwick, feloniously breaking and 
entering the dwelling house of John Musters, Esq. and stealing therein one gold comb, 
the property of the said John Musters. ? not guilty 

William Green 30 

Riotously and tumultuously assembling with divers others in the parishes of Lenton, 
Beeston and Wollaton, to the disturbance of the public peace, and to the terror of the 
people. 

does work, 
unknown 

where/what 
discharged 

without trial* 
Thomas Grundy 
[last name partly 
illegible] ? Lowe’s mill (wording of charge unknown). ? not guilty 

Thomas 
Harrison 17 

Riotously and tumultuously assembling with others at Colwick, and unlawfully partly 
demolishing and destroying the dwelling house of John Musters, Esq. and feloniously 
breaking and entering the same, and stealing therein a quantity of jewellery and other 
articles, and feloniously damaging and setting fire to the household furniture in said 
dwelling-house then being, whereby a great part thereof was consumed and destroyed. ? not guilty 

George Hearson 22 

Riotously and tumultuously assembling with others at Beeston, feloniously breaking and 
entering a certain silk mill, the property of William Lowe, and setting fire to the same. 
& 
Riotously and tumultuously assembling with others at Colwick, feloniously breaking and 
entering the dwelling house of John Musters, Esq. and stealing therein a quantity of 
jewellery and other goods, the property of the said John Musters and wilfully and 
feloniously setting fire to the said dwelling-house. 

bobbin and 
carriage 
maker hanged 

William 
Hitchcock 33 

Riotously and tumultuously assembling with others at Beeston, feloniously breaking and 
entering a certain silk mill, the property of William Lowe, and setting fire to the same. ? not guilty 

Elizabeth Hunt 30 Receiving this comb [see William Freeman], knowing it had been stolen. ? 
discharged 

without trial* 

Henry King 17 

Riotously and tumultuously assembling with others at Beeston, feloniously breaking and 
entering a certain silk mill, the property of William Lowe, and setting fire to the same. 
& 
Riotously and tumultuously assembling with others at Colwick, feloniously breaking and 
entering the dwelling house of John Musters, Esq. and stealing therein a quantity of 
jewellery and other goods, the property of the said John Musters and wilfully and 
feloniously setting fire to the said dwelling-house. 

does work, 
unknown 

where/what not guilty 

William Kitchen 26 
Riotously and tumultuously assembling with others at Beeston, feloniously breaking and 
entering a certain silk mill, the property of William Lowe, and setting fire to the same. 

“seeking 
work” transported* 

Henry Linley 19 See above. 
works “in a 

factory” not guilty 

Valentine 
Marshall 17 

Riotously and tumultuously assembling with others at Colwick, feloniously breaking and 
entering the dwelling house of John Musters, Esq. and stealing therein a quantity of 
jewellery and other goods, the property of the said John Musters and wilfully and 
feloniously setting fire to the said dwelling-house. ? transported* 
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Joseph Shaw 35 

See above. 
& 
Riotously and tumultuously assembling with others within the extra-parochial limits of 
the Castle of Nottingham, unlawfully and maliciously setting fire to Nottingham Castle, 
the property of the Duke of Newcastle. ? not guilty 

Thomas Shelton 38 

Riotously and tumultuously assembling with others at Beeston, feloniously breaking and 
entering a certain silk mill, the property of William Lowe, and setting fire to the same. 
& 
Riotously and tumultuously assembling with others at Colwick, and unlawfully partly 
demolishing and destroying the dwelling house of John Musters, Esq. and feloniously 
breaking and entering the same, and stealing therein a quantity of jewellery and other 
articles, and feloniously damaging and setting fire to the household furniture in said 
dwelling-house then being, whereby a great part thereof was consumed and destroyed. ? transported* 

Thomas Smith 34 

Riotously and tumultuously assembling with others at Colwick, feloniously breaking and 
entering the dwelling house of John Musters, Esq. and stealing therein a quantity of 
jewellery and other goods, the property of the said John Musters and wilfully and 
feloniously setting fire to the said dwelling-house. ? not guilty 

Samuel Spencer 32 See above. ? not guilty 

David Thurman 26 
Riotously and tumultuously assembling with others at Beeston, feloniously breaking and 
entering a certain silk mill, the property of William Lowe, and setting fire to the same. 

on that day 
"went to work 
[…] to gather 

rags" transported* 
Adam Wagstaff 26 See above. brickmaker not guilty 

Thomas 
Whitaker 24 

Riotously and tumultuously assembling with others at Colwick, feloniously breaking and 
entering the dwelling house of John Musters, Esq. and stealing therein a quantity of 
jewellery and other goods, the property of the said John Musters and wilfully and 
feloniously setting fire to the said dwelling-house. ? transported* 
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III. The early nineteenth century electoral system 

Wright outlines various characteristics of the British electoral system before 1832:353 
Elections had only to be held every seven years. In the balance of power between current 

governments, Commons, Lords and monarchy, the latter two institutions played a more active 
role than in later variants of the British version of the bourgeois-capitalist regime. 

The House of Lords was a centre for various groups exerting power: 

“Most ministers sat in the Lords; so also did the great landed proprietors, whose 
property included control of many constituencies. […] Leaders of the army, navy, civil 
service, Church and local government also sat in the Lords.” 

The role of the central government was extremely limited by modern standards: 

“Administrations contended themselves with maintaining law and order, raising taxes, 
conducting foreign policy PB and defending the realm.” 

Parliamentary constituencies were divided into boroughs and counties. Each county and most 
boroughs sent two MPs to Parliament. Each county-MP had to possess an assured annual income 
(i.e. land) of £600 (£300 for borough-MPs). In the eighteenth century there were 558 seats in the 
House of Commons (489 constituencies in England, 24 in Wales, 45 in Scotland). 122 MPs were 
sent by county, 432 by borough constituencies. 

The electorate in counties consisted of those males who possessed the so called 40s freehold. 
In practice this could mean various things: mostly land ownership, but also holding office in 
church or state. County elections were primarily dominated by the landed gentry and aristocracy: 

“Great landed families usually monopolised the county seats. Often two of the leading 
families would agree to share the representation and avoid the ruinous costs of a 
contested election.” 

The electorate mainly consisted of better off tenants, shopkeepers or tradesmen, who were 
rarely willing to oppose the wishes of the landed magnates, and sanctions were seldom enforced. 
If there was more than one candidate up for election, not only the threat of post-election 
sanctions, but also various forms of bribery (sometimes as mundane as offering free booze), were 
used to ensure the preferred outcome of an election. Although political pressure or “bloody 
brawls” (“electioneering could be a lively business”) usually did the trick to guarantee the victory 
of the local magnates’ favourite, post-election sanctions were used against rebellious voters 
(“open voting made rebels easily identifiable”). Such measures included the eviction of tenants, 
withdrawal of custom from tradesmen and shopkeepers, or the withholding of fees owed to 
solicitors, doctors and land agents. 

The boroughs greatly varied in size and voting qualifications, being only uniform in their 
exclusion of women. Only 22 of the 203 English boroughs had more than 1,000 voters; in a 
further 22, the electorate consisted of 500-1,000 persons. 11 boroughs had 500 voters and the 
other 148 were known as “rotten” or “pocket” boroughs: 

“[…] that is, they were influenced or controlled by a patron or by the government. 
Some boroughs were tiny. All twenty-one in Cornwall, and most of those in Surrey and 
Sussex, had under 200 electors. Gatton had only six.” 

Voting qualifications in the boroughs were complicated. There were five main classes of 
boroughs: 

                                                 
353 Wright; pp. 1-12. 
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• In “Potwalloper boroughs” the vote was held by all men who had their own house 
and fireplace. 
• In “Scot and lot boroughs” the vote was held by all male householders who paid 
local rates and were not on poor relief. 
• In “Freeman boroughs” the vote was held by all males who had a freeman 
qualification produced by e.g. inheritance, marriage, apprenticeship, or purchase. 
• In “Corporation boroughs” the vote was restricted to an oligarchy of corporation 
members. 
• In “Burgage boroughs” the franchise attached to piece of land and whoever owned 
that piece of land could vote (“The most notorious of these was Old Sarum, a mound in 
Wiltshire with no houses. On election day, the seven voters met in a tent specially erected 
for the purpose.”) 

As electoral registers did not have to be kept before the 1832 Reform Act, the size of the 
electorate before that date is difficult to estimate. Nevertheless, Wright provides various figures. 
According to these, in 1800 about three percent of adult males held the franchise, after the 
reform of 1832 only about one in 24 persons. 
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IV. The Castle 

Referring to a description in the Gentleman’s Magazine, Hicklin described the interior of 
Nottingham Castle prior to its destruction: 

“It is now many years since a Duke of Newcastle made any lengthened stay within the 
walls of Nottingham Castle. At the time it was noticed in the Beauties of England and 
Wales, about twenty years ago, it was inhabited by two ladies, in separate tenements. 
The rooms were of noble dimensions, and furnished in a half modern style. In the 
drawing-room, which commanded an extensive prospect, were heavy velvet curtains, 
and cabinets of the time of Louis XIV. The dining-room and the suite adjoining were, 
perhaps, the most ancient in the house. They were adjourned in the pannels, the heavy 
carved work of which served them as frames. The staircase was a fine specimen of 
English oak and stone-work; but most of the pictures which had at one time adorned it 
were removed. One or two ancient helmets remained, as well as the long rolls of the 
genealogy of its noble possessor; but amidst these relics of the past there was no 
attempt to introduce modern art or comfort. An air of desertion pervaded the entire 
building. For many years past the Castle had been let by the noble owner as private 
residences. The last persons who occupied this spacious mansion, were Mr. Rawson 
and Mrs. Greaves, the latter of whom left in 1829; from which time until its 
destruction by the rioters, in October, 1831 it remained tenantless.”354 

                                                 
354 Hicklin; pp. 158-9. See Bryson; pp. 94-5 for information on the castle’s lodgers. See Deering; pp. 170-99. His History of 
Nottingham, published in 1751 provides a detailed description of the Nottingham Castle. 
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V. The attack on Colwick Hall 

At the Special Assizes John Musters son, William Muster gave a lengthy witness statement 
regarding the events at Colwick Hall, resulting in a damage of £2-3,000: 

“My father has lived there four or five years. I was home on the 10th of October, when 
the mob arrived. I saw them approach up the park. I met them 150 yards from the 
house. […] I said to them I hoped they would go away quietly. The mob behind struck 
at and pelted me, and I was obliged to retire. I received a blow to my right arm. I went 
into the house; my mother, and sister, and Miss de Fay were there. The mob 
commenced by taking up stones, and breaking the windows; they then forced the 
shutters in different parts of the house. They had spikes, or the tops of iron railing, 
which they brought with them; and they broke down our iron railing, to make use of to 
get into the house. They got into the house. My mother, sister and the young lady were 
in the drawing room. The mob destroyed every thing they possibly could in the rooms 
they went into; they were the lower rooms principally. They entered the dining room, 
the little room my brother and I sat in, my mother’s and father’s bed room, and 
destroyed all the furniture. I informed my mother, sister, and Miss de Fay of the 
approach of the mob, and they went into the ball room. When I went again to find 
them, they were gone into the shrubbery, and were under the laurels. My mother’s 
health was very delicate. The mob set fire to the house in the different rooms. The 
smoke was very great. The floors in my mother’s room were very much burnt; that is 
an up-stairs room. My father’s room was also burnt; they put the bed and furniture in 
this room upon the fire in the grate. They set fire to one of the corners of the room, 
where there was some gunpowder, which exploded. That fire burnt the furniture. The 
explosion produced an effect upon the walls, but did not burn any part. I went into 
every room. The same was done in the drawing room; they had placed the chairs, and 
pillows off the sofa, and put them upon the fire in the grate. They burnt our coats and 
other things in the little room, but no part of the room was burnt. The floor of my 
mother’s dressing room, my father’s bed room, the drawing room, and the sitting 
room were not burnt. My mother’s jewels were taken out of her dressing room. I lost a 
gold chain. A gold comb of my mother’s was taken away. The mob came about five 
o’clock in the afternoon, and left about six. I saw them go away, shouting ‘Hurra’. I 
sent the servant, James Loseby, to Nottingham, on seeing the mob approach. – (Cross 
examined.) Did not see the mob in the act of setting fire to any of the rooms.”355 

                                                 
355 Journal; 14th January 1832. 
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VI. Impressions of a burning castle 

“About nine o’clock, the spectacle was awfully grand, and viewed from whatever point, 
the conflagration presented an exhibition such as seldom witnessed. The grand outline 
of the building remained entire whilst immense volumes of flames poured forth at the 
windows, and in some places were seen through the green foliage of the trees. 
Thousands of people thronged the Castle-yard and every spot that commanded a sight 
of the fire. […] On the terrace round the upper basement, persons were seen like 
restless spirits, passing to and from and every now and again as the dense smoke 
caught the flames, a wild shout resounded in the air. The lower basement of the 
building to the westward is occupied by the servants’ offices, kitchen, &c. and here a 
large fire was kindled. And lads enjoyed themselves in breaking windows and brining 
forth every thing of combustible nature, which was immediately committed to the 
flames. Doors, shutters, bottle racks, dressers were soon destroyed; and the work of 
devastation went on rapidly, whilst firebrands were carried into every part that could 
be reached. Being totally concealed from general observation, only those who were 
looking over the balustrades could be sensible of this; but even had it been otherwise 
anything could have stopped the progress of the fire. The rain fell heavily, and the 
sparks came down in amazing quantities, so as literally to fall in showers. A stable or 
outbuilding next to the wall going into the Park, was also consumed.”356 

“Between the hours of nine and ten, the conflagration had reached its height; the town 
was comparatively free from tumult, and thousands thronged the Castle-yard, to gaze 
with mingled feeling on the dreadfully novel spectacle. Volumes of flame issued forth 
from all the windows of the building; the dun-coloured smoke rose mist-like in rolling 
masses, among the pelting rain; showers of sparks were falling in all direction; the 
roofs were dissolving in streams of molten lead; on the terraces and walls men might 
be descried by the light of the fire, hurrying to and fro, like restless spirits, at some 
infernal incantation, while the blazing castle glared on the atmosphere from its rocky 
steep, amidst the darkness of the night, as a tremendous sacrifice to the demon of 
anarchy and crime. About midnight the fire began to subside, and the following 
morning witnessed this once noble edifice a roofless shell, every part but the walls 
having been entirely consumed […].”357 

                                                 
356 Mercury; 15th October 1831. 
357 Hicklin; p. 165. See Mercury; 15th October 1831: By 9.30pm the “blaze was at its height the air was heavy with the scent of 
burning cedarwood from the wainscoting, and golden runnels of molten lead cascading from the roof. Vast crowds watched the 
spectacle, the light of the flames flickering in the tops of their wet umbrellas.” 
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VII. The attack on Lowe’s mill 

At the trial of George Beck various witnesses stated their version of the events at Lowe’s mill in 
Beeston: 

“[…] a large mob of several thousand persons went on the Derby Road, supposed with 
the intention of visiting Lord Middleton; but as they proceeded, it appeared that they 
were aware his Lordship was prepared to receive them. This caused a halt, and a cry 
was soon raised, ‘To Beeston mill!’ The prisoner would be proved on this occasion to 
have been carrying a tri-coloured flag, armed sometimes with a rail, at others with an 
iron bar. When the mob got to Beeston, the prisoner headed them, and on getting to 
the mill, he said ‘Halt, front, this is the place; fall round and do your duty.’ The mob 
immediately began to destroy and set fire to the mill. They broke the windows and 
destroyed every thing in the mill. The mill and two houses were burnt, and the damage 
done was about £15,000.”358 

“[William Turton – an employee at Beeston mill] saw a mob of between two and three 
thousand persons, part of them three deep of forty men in the front rank, then two 
deep and afterwards a complete mob. George Beck was carrying a flag, and when they 
came to the mill, he said, ‘This is the place,’ and the mob threw stones at the windows.” 

                                                 
358 Journal; 14th January 1832. 
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VIII. The shooting of Thomas Aukland 

These accounts describe two versions how Thomas Aukland and Joshua Hopkinson were shot 
by one of Thackwell’s Hussars: 

“It was the performance of this duty (the escorting the prisoners through the town) 
that a man of the name of Auckland, a tailor and a pensioner, received a wound in the 
breast, having been shot, while offering some insult to an officer, or making an assault 
upon some of the party. (We have heard various versions of the story, one account 
being that the unfortunate man was drunk, and merely making some rude 
observations; another that the man actually made an assault; and a third that he was 
attempting a rescue: we know not which of these statements is correct, or whether 
there be any truth at all in any of them, but certain is, that the wounded man lay at the 
Infirmary yesterday in so dangerous a state, as not to be expected to recover.)359 

“Whilst crossing the Market-place, the throng pressed upon [the Hussars], and 
turning into the Poultry, much abusive language was used, and stones were thrown. 
The officer who brought up the rear was much insulted and struck by a stone. Finding 
the mob press upon him he deliberately returned his sword to his scabbard, drew his 
pistol from the holster, and fired in the direction of High-street. The ball struck an old 
man, named Thomas Aukland in the chest, passed out at the shoulder, and then 
grazed the forehead of Joshua Hopkinson, of Arnold. Aukland had served many years 
in the 33d foot, and was severely wounded at the battle of Waterloo. He has resided for 
some time on Mansfield-road, in the enjoyment of a pension for his services, and 
carrying on the business of a tailor. He was conveyed to the Infirmary, where he still 
lies with hopes of recovery.”360 

                                                 
359 Journal; 15th October 1831. 
360 Mercury; 15th October 1831. 
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IX. The Special Assize 

This incomplete summary of the procedures at the Special Assize has been compiled using three issues of the Journal, dated 7th, 
14th and 21st January 1832 and the document DDFSI/134; the … Calendar of the Prisoners…. As the indicted faced capital 
punishment for all offences they were charged with, a verdict of guilty meant death by hanging, a “recommendation to the Majesty’s 
mercy” transportation to one of the colonies. Entries marked with * refer to persons who were “recommended to his Majesty's 
mercy” after the end of the proceedings of the Special Assize. 

 proceedings Defendant(s) Age(s) Profession(s) Verdict(s) 
“recommended to his 

Majesty's mercy” 
Wednesday 
4th Jan 

official opening under 
heavy military protection N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Thursday 
5th Jan opening speeches N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Friday 
6th Jan trials re: Lowe's Mill George Beck 20 Boatman guilty no 
Saturday 
7th Jan trials re: Lowe's Mill George Hearson 22 bobbin and carriage maker guilty no 

 - John Armstrong 26 framework knitter guilty no 

 - Thomas Shelton 38 ? guilty no* 
Monday 
9th Jan trials re: Lowe's Mill Henry Linley 19 works "in a factory" not guilty - 

  
John Forman 

 23 
does work; unknown 

where/what not guilty - 

  
David Thurman 

 26 
on day of arrest "went to 
work […] to gather rags" guilty yes 

  William Kitchen 26 "seeking work" guilty yes 
Tuesday 
10th Jan trials re: Lowe's Mill Adam Wagstaff 25 Brickmaker not guilty - 

  
Henry King 

 17 
does work; unknown 

where/what not guilty - 

  William Hitchcock 33 ? not guilty - 

  
Thomas Grundy 

[last name partly illegible] ? ? not guilty - 

  Thomas Smith 34 ? not guilty - 
Wednesday 
11th Jan trials re: Colwick Hall Charles Berkins 20 ? guilty no* 

  Valentine Marshall 17 ? guilty yes 

  Thomas Whitaker 24 ? guilty yes 
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Thursday 
12th Jan trials re: Colwick Hall Samuel Spencer 32 ? not guilty - 

  Joseph Shaw 35 ? not guilty - 

  Thomas Harrison 23 ? not guilty - 

  William Freeman 22 ? not guilty - 
Friday 
13th Jan trials re: Nottingham Castle Robert Cutts 27 ? not guilty - 

  Joseph Shaw 35 ? not guilty - 

 trials re: Wollaton riots Henry Linley 19 works "in a factory" not guilty - 

  George Forman ? ? not guilty - 

  Richard Bramston ? ? not guilty - 
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X. Miscellaneous 

Estimated development of the population in Nottingham361 
Year 1750 1801 1811 1821 1831 1841 

Population 
(nearest 100) 

ca. 10,000 28,800 34,000 42,400 50,700 53,100 

List of signatories of the anti-reform petition 
This list of those who had signed a petition “against some of the clauses of the Bill […] couched 

in terms of respectful moderation” was published by the Review eight days before the riots 
began: 

Alexander Manson M.D. John Parr, farmer, Cropwell 
Job Bradshaw Thomas Berry, constable 
Thomas Marriott, St James-st. N. Need, draper 
G.N. Wright, printer Butler, farmer 
H.P. Ward, druggist Hardstaff, farmer 
John Hedderly, druggist Hanbury, druggist 
John Hickling Sharpe, miller 
Capt. Clifton Newham, farmer, Carlton 
Brough, printer Benj. Palmer 
Samuel Bridger, Carlton 

“[…] a friend […]has furnished us with the following list, which we suppose is correct: 
if there are any errors it is not our fault, and the gentlemen who have viewed the 
reform bill "with the utmost anxiety and alarm," will unquestionably thank us for 
making known their names to the world.”362 

Proclamation issued by the Duke of Newcastle on his return to Nottinghamshire 
“Notice of the Lord Lieutenant of the County of Nottingham. The Lord Lieutenant 
loses not an instant in acquainting all those whom it may concern, that he has this day 
retuned to Nottinghamshire. He is determined to repress with the strong arm of the 
Law, the perpetration of such base and nefarious outrages as have recently and for 
ever disgraced the Town and Neighbourhood of Nottingham; and he calls upon the 
Authorities and others immediately to communicate with him at Clumber, and of the 
Magistrates in particular he requires that they should give him the speediest and most 
regular accounts of every thing that passes, or may be likely to occur, in any or all parts 
of the County whatsoever. […] Clumber, Thursday Evening, Oct. 13, 1831.”363 

                                                 
361 Welch (b); p. 7. 
362 Review; 30th September; 1831. 
363 Mercury; 15th October 1831. 
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XI. Maps 

Maps A and B demonstrate the consequences of the population increase for the building density. 

Map A Nottingham town centre c. 1740 (Deering) 

 

Map B Nottingham town centre c. 1830 (Staveley/Wood) 
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Map C (cross reference with Appendix I.) 
Events on Sunday, 9th October 1831 (part of Staveley/Wood; various locations estimated) 
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Map D (cross reference with Appendix I.) 
Events on Monday, 10th October 1831 (part of Staveley/Wood; various locations estimated) 
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Map E (cross reference with Appendix I.) 
Events on Tuesday, 11th October 1831 (part of Staveley/Wood; various locations estimated) 
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Map F Overview of the Town of Nottingham (part of Staveley/Wood) 
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Map G Town Centre and surrounding streets (part of Staveley/Wood) 
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Map H Nottingham Castle and surrounding streets (part of Staveley/Wood) 
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XII. Illustrations 

Unless stated otherwise, these images were found in the database Picture the Past. 
www.picturethepast.org.uk 

 

‘An East Prospect of the Castle’; undated; In: Deering. 

 

Nottingham Castle Lodge (gatehouse); c. 1800. 
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Market Square/Market Place; c. 1830. 

 

House of Correction; c. 1900. 
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Nottingham Castle on fire; 10th October 1831; top left: viewed from a field to the south-west; top 
right: viewed from the south; bottom left: viewed from the west by the river Leen; bottom right: 
viewed from the south. 

 

Valentine Marshall’s name scratched on the wall of the men’s exercise yard; Galleries of Justice; 
photographed August 2010. 


